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B &>G-Wotes Ns>TJiiioii,
Teamsters File Obj ections
by Phil Lee , with Wendy Cherubini

Colby Buildings and Grounds personnel voted 51 to 26 on March 30 afainst representation by the Teamsters
Jnion. The Teamsters nave appealed the
election, filing "Objections to the Electhe NationrLabor Relations
tion" with
Board. ¦ .: -.¦•.¦
Teamster International Trustee
Richard Peluso said ,the teamsters , are objecting to the vote on the grounds that
"Colby coerced and intimidated people
into signing an antiunion petition. That
interfered with their rights as employees.
On March 14, Peluso received a
petition containing the signatures of , aboiit fifty B & G employees. It read ,
"W- the undersi gned employees are not
in favor of Teamsters Union Local 48."
• In the March 15 issue of the Echo ,
Peluso is quoted as saying "Out; personal
opinion is that whoever was passing the
petition around -was suggested to do so

by the management at Colby and those
signing it may have known that management might see their names on it. Let s
face it, a lot of people at Colby are
afraid of losing their jobs. "
Both Vice-President William Pullen
.. . and Personnel Officer Nick Kaan declined
to comment on the appeal as lone .as the
""" National Lab or Relatio ns Board is investigating the:obj ections. The two administrators said they were "pleased" with
the election results .
Peluso said that some of the specific "Objections to the Elections " are
based on "incidents " named in "Charges
Against Employer " filed last month by
the Union with theI NLRB. Peluso characterized some of these charges , " saying
that Colby "made statements of an intimidating nature (to B'& G work ers)
(Contin ued on page three)

€p tter, Strider Respond
ToSf a

¦ A petition
protesting what was referred to as the Colb y Administratio n's
attempt "to dissuade the Wor kers by
means of misleadin g and faulty -information ," was signed by 415 student s before
vacation and sent to Mr. Anthony, Chairman of the Board of Trustees , Presidentelect Cotter , Presiden t Strider , arid Vice
President Pullen.
,, : ^
;
Preside nt-elect Cotter , responding
ih a letter to Benjamin Below, who head ed the petitio n drive , said her was "moved
D.y W?.numb er of students who took ,
time to declare their concern on this important issue.*' Cotter said he _agreed >
that the: n.ut ^;'ednHHbn 7process' s^di-ld
be conducted fairly and that all con- .;
cerried are obliged to avoid 'misleading
and faulty information. • "
He went on to ask for more specific information On "what specific statemerits by me Colby administration were ¦
•misleading. ' "He raised "the, question " ' ' ;
"did you monitor the Union's organizing effort to be certain that its atfeiript '
to persuade the B and G employees was
free of 'misleading and faulty infbrma*y - y \yy **¦ ¦ ¦¦ '¦ < .- ' ¦<.> ¦ '
tion ?' "
Cotter criticized one aspect of the
. petition , saying VI thihk mat. those who
criticize such a ' process; have a, reciprocal '
obligati on to be specific in their critir
:cisms <which your petition is not) in or- ;
der to afford the accused (the Admihis- "
clarif y
v trati on. in this case),a' chance' to:
its position. '*! -yy ^.__: ,,__. . ' ' ¦ i '^ ' ' ¦
r / ' Cotter said , "The issue raised goes .
;far beyond the curr ent B and G election ;
Ht goes' to; the fairness and aceuracy of
mformation distributed by and available
;to.th e entire Co|by cbri.munlty--the ad• iniinistratiori! the faculty,: the ; students
; and others-in all their dealings with iriv
"yy /.* ¦ ¦
portant rnatt ers .'V ¦^yy y
• ; President Stricter :respondiecl in a ' ' ' -^ v
letter to the iJc-fco (see Letters to the Editor ). Strider said he regarded "tlio arti- ( ; v
cles in the Echo about this matter to be ;
inaccura te.? He said fThe Administra- .
tion most certainl y did hot interfere ' •'

with the free choice of B and G personnel. . . ," and that ". . .there was no coercion , nor were there any attem pts 'to
dissuade the wor kers by means of misleading and faulty inforrnation. ' "
Strider saio the Admihistration
felt that the "representation by the "
Teamsters Union would not be in tlie
best;iriterest of the B and G personn el?1
and that the Adnuriis -ietion "felt that
it had ah obligation to inform B and G
personnel of all the facts , including the
implications of being represented by a
union 'arid in engaging in collective bargaining, before they voted. "

EPC Debates Continue
Colby's Educational Policy Committee is continuing its consideration of the
Bund y proposals on graduation requirement changes. The committe - is re-evaluating English , Language , Distribution , J an
Plan andCreait Hour requirements.
At lost week's meeting, a subcommittee to study the J anuary Pro gram was .
established. The subcommittee ^ consisting
of Professors Chip Hauss ,' J ohn Gbulet ,
Harold Pestana , Administrativ e Assistant
to the President L. Dean Samuels and student J a^Otis , will anal yze the effects of
offering up to four credits for January
work on student and faculty work load r
and on tuiti on arid room and board char ges
i - The proposal includes a recommendation tliat students be required to take
only two J an Plans ; In oclditioh . it is rccbmmended that the number of credit
hours required for grad uation be raised
from ,120 to 126, the extra credits being

by J ane tklund
earned in January. According to D ean of
Faculty _W jenson ,"EPC Chairperson , if
these proposals are passed , students will
be able to reduce their course load by vtaking more than two J an Plans.
In its consideration of the English
requirement , the EPC has voted to recomhntend that the Fresh man English require- •
ment (115 and 1,52) be retained , with the
stipulation that 115 include a research
paper and 152 dea l with major litera ry
works in ho more than two genres,
The committee has also proposed
that jth& preserve language reqwrcmentthc equivalent of two years of collegelevel stud y with an emphasis on reading,
speaking and conversation-be retained.
They further recommend thta language ;,
departments establish alternative methods
of testing competence , in addition to regularly scheduled achievement tests. :'
In the area of Distribution requirements, the EPC has voted to retain the '

traditional three divisions (humanities ,
natural sciences and social sciences), and
to increase the number of courses per division to three. They also propose that
the natural science requirement include
two labs.
The committee 's decisions are all
tentative-they are subject to internal reevaluat jonand , finally, to a vote by the
facult y. J enson said the proposals will not
come before the faculty this semester because of the slow deliberation process , arid
especially because the J an Plan subcommittee was so recently established .
"It is very nice it should happen
this way," Jenson said , noting that the
extra time willallow for the Jan Plan study
and also for input from Colby's next pr esident , William Cotte r, asjpresident , will be
an cx-officio member or all college com' ' : . ' ;. . ' '' ' '
mittees. ,
Tbe results of student poll on
EPC issues can be found on page two.

by Jane Eklund
The ExecutiveBoard will discuss the ro
of Stu-A in national issues, specifically nuclear power, at its next meeting: Thb issue
was raised at Monday night's meeting,when
representativesof the New World Coalition
.requested money to supply students with
stamps and postcards to send their viewson
nuclear power to their congresspersbns. No
' money was allocated because or the Stu-A
deficit, but members will consider taking an
official stand on nuclear power.
Student Activities Director Pat Chasse
noted that precedent has been set for such
statements, most recently on the drinking age
issue. .'.
Joel Cutler .Student Representative

to the Board of Trustees, announced that
Trustees and Administrators will eat dinner
in Roberts on Friday, April 20, to meet with
""'
students.
In other business, members unanimous'
ly passed a motion that officers of all Stu-A
funded clubs and organizations must be
elected by members. .
A committee is currently being organized to compile evaluations of all 100 level
courses. The committee will be organizing
evaluation forms filled out earlier in the year,
and will distribute the results to next year's
freshmen.
incoming
¦ "'¦ WMHB
Station Manager Karen Pfeiffer
reported they have been billed $238 for the

audio portion of the AP wire service, which
she said was suspended for six months but is
scheduled to begin again on April 13. Exr ,
ecutive Chairperson Scot Lehigh said he was
under the impression that audio services had
been terminated, and that wire service charges
were to be paid oyer a period of six years.
Pfeiffer and Lehigh will discuss the situation .
with Dean Smith this week..
>
. ,•; . „ Sue Raymond, Co-Editor of the Student
Handbook, will edit 16 pages from••the book
to save on printing costs.
Social Life Chairperson Eric Ertman reported that there will probably be nb 'major
concert this spring because of a lack of funds.
He also announced a Frisbee clinic, with contests and prizes on April 28. .
The Stu-A voted to free money from
thejntemational Relations Club's budget for
transportation to the Model UN in New
Thev also freed money from Powder andYork
Wig s budget to pay registration fees for a
competition in Bath , and for the production
or a one^ct play.

General Agreement On EPC Issues
ded and commented on proposals concerning English, Languag e, Distribution, JanPlan and Credit HOur requirements.
Response was strongest to a proposal on Jan-Plan: 78% of the'students polled
were strongly opposed to eliminating JanPlan in favor of two longer semesters, arid
another 7% were opposed to it. One student commented "I feel that Jan-Plan >
should be kept as is. At a school with as
much pressure as Colby, students need

by jane Eklu nd

Colby students tend to agree on issues currently being discussed by the Educational Policy Committee, according to'
an ECHO survey taken last week.
Questionnaireswere sent to one third
of the student body asking for reactions to
some of the proposals under consideration
by the EPC. <_ne hundred students respon-

StudentPottResults
E NGLISH REQUIREMENT
That the Freshman English requirement (115 and. 152) be retained; with the stipulation
that 115 include a research paper and that 152 deal with major literary works in no
more than two genres.
Strongly oppose
. 9 %
33% ,
Strongly support '.. . ,
Oppose
14
Support
41

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
That the present requirement (two years of college-level study with an emphasis on
reading, speaking, and listening) be retained.
Strongly oppose .
9%
Strongly support
38% '
Oppose
;
10 l
Support
3°
That the emphasis be changed to only reading.
Strongly support
Support

Strongly oppose
Oppose

2%
8

53% .
31

DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS
That the three divisions (Humanities, Naturai x Sciences, and Social Sciences) be retained.
Strongly support
Support

Strongly, oppose
Oppose

59%
34

1%
5

That the requirement be increased to three courses in each division, to create a more
rounded liberal arts education.
Strongly support
Support

30%
47

Strongly oppose
Oppose

4%
14

_

That the Natural Science requirement include two labs.
Strongly support
Support

Strongly oppose *•
Oppose
;

6%
4

50%
37

That English 152 be counted towards satisf ying the Humanities Requirement.
16%
Strongly oppose
17% . "' ,
Strongly support
Oppose
33
Support
31

IAN PLAN R EQUIREMENT
That Jan Plan be offered for up to four credits (basic or flexible).
Strongly support
Support

, 27%
.27

Strongly oppose
Oppose

i

¦

23%
y 'W, '

That J an Plan be eliminated in favor of two lengthier semesters.
Strongly support
Support

6%
5

.-. ' ¦¦.

¦CREDIT HOUR-REQUIREMENTS

Strdngly oppose ¦
78%
:
¦
'
Oppose
: .;' ¦ . ' . ¦¦ ' ¦?- : - . - - - ' -} :- - y ' - ,

That the riumbef of credit hours required for graduatidn be increased from 120 to 126
(the extr a credits being earned in January), 105 of which must be basic credits.
i

Strongly support
Support ' • '
.

10% ¦ ¦
22 ;• -

timeto study something intensely, but
at a more: leisurely pace than:ythe semesters
.
allow." , ;^:, r;: .:,-;y - ; : y: :y
Another wrote, "To dirninate Jan-PEa
would be tragedy for the moire adyenturbus
- -, *
and creative students." Oh the other hand, a student in the
minority wrote "Bag Jan-Plan for cost- .
saving immediately!
Opinions were split more evenly on
the question of offering up to four credits
for Jan-Plan; The main sentiment among
opposition was that giving credit for January work would destroy the orisinalDurpose of Jan-Plan: freedom from rigid academicsto study an areaintensively./. -.. ' ¦
However, there was also a feeling that" ;
students aren't taking Jan-Plan as seriously
as they should be. "The discrepancies in
Jan-Plan makes the whole idea a farce," one
student commented. Two students suppor- ¦
ted initiating a "May-Plan"-retaining JanPlan but shifting it to the end of the year.
Also, a majority of students (64% ) were
opposed to increasing the total number of
credit hours required for graduation. One
commented: "I don't see the value of earning credits for Jan-Plan just to complete an:
increasein required credit hours." Most
agreed that if Jan-Plan credit is given, it •
. should be used to decrease the current
workload.
Several students suggested returning
to a four course semester. "It seems to be
that instead of trying to increase student
participation in other academic areas (important as academics are, they are not allencompassing), the administration seems
to be trying to force the student to choose,"
one student wrote.
While most students favor retaining
the present language requirement-two years
of collejretlevel study emphasizing reading,
speaking arid listening, over emphasis on
reading, survey comments indicate that ^
some would like to see another alternative.
One wrote, "The language requirement
should .emphasize culture and literary works
studied in English, for non-language majors. '
"The language requirement should be
more speech-centered ," a student commented
Another agreed , "Put more emphasis
on conversation and listening and less empha
sis on grammar drills."'
A majority of students oppose increasing the distribution requirement to three
courses in each of the three divisions, in- ¦;¦
cluding requiring two lab sciences. How- ,'.
ever j several suggested strengthening the '
lab courses now. offered , specifically
Biology¦ 115, popularly known as "paper
'W '
bio;" ' ¦' . :y y ' ¦ ¦>: ' ¦
"Paper biology should riot be considered a lab course," one' wrote. Another
commented, ''There is a limited number pf /
science and math courses for the non-major
with a limited background) This situation v
should be rectified , i.e., there should be '
more courses (other tharvpapef bio) in
¦¦
which the student with no real math or
science aptitude can fulfill the requirements/*

Strongly oppose,; ¦
3<i%
' : ' '[ ¦ "' . -' ¦¦ 28
.V- Oppose >

Pilblic
Information
Report
by Matt Donahue ^ v .
Public I nforrnatiph Chairperson
The first two weeks of activity-for
the new Stu-A executive Board has been
slow. New members are getting acquainted
with their, positions and procedural policy
under the new Executive Chairperson is
being laid down..,
On Monday,-April 9, however, an interesting proposal came to the Board via .
the New World Coalition. Phil Lee, speak- . "ing for a group of some 60 AntirNukes.,
asked the Board if it could possibly take
a stand or issue a statement regarding nuclear energy and the further use of nuclear
power in the United States. The Board's
reaction was somewhat .understandable- _
do we take a stand on national;issues?This¦ ¦•
basic question led to the further question- ¦i
ing of the role of the .Stu-A Executive Board
on such matters.To what extent are we representatives of the students? Committee
:
Chairperson Rod Marshall put it; "I see
student
of
the
my role as a representative
the
of
course,
unless,
agent
not
an
body,
student body'indicates otherwise." This
statement seemed to best explain the position of the Board on the questions regarding the Stu-A role on Colby.
. :
But of course there is minority opinion and that came from the Public Inforthe
mation Chairperson who expressed
necessity of the Executive Board : assum- .
ing a leadership role,on campus and that
some kind of statement by the Board would
possibly evoke a response from the students,
This I felt was important, for involvement
by students on a national issue may inspire
some input on Colby issues.
The debate, if anything was enlight- .
ening, and it was agreed by the Board to
bring up the issue at our next meeting (on
April 16, 9 :00 p.m.). The questions are .;.
important : l)To what extent are we representatives of the students? And, in this
light, 2)Do we establish stands on national
issues? Monday night will be interesting
and I would appreciate some input
from "
;
thb students;
>
>
Other topics: The attendance at the
last meeting was very good. Some 20 to
30 people snowed up to express their opinions. Keep it up!
This Sunday (yes, I know it's Easter),
April 15 at 7:00 p.m. there will be a meeting of the Stu-A Representative Assembly.*
The public is invited.1We will be discussing ?
possible questions to be included in the
Stu-A's upcoming poll. It is important that
we get an accurate reading of the student
population in order to establish a mode
for operation on future Stu-A activities
and policies. Again, the students are invited and encouraged to attend both the StuA Representative'Assembly on Sunday and
our weekly Board meetings held every ¦¦Mon
:/¦ , ¦". ¦; '<:
night at 9:00. I
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"Europe In Conflicf' Siibj ectOf Symposium
Terrorism in Europe, the youth of .
France, and the evolution of democracy in
Spain were the tp_pics;discussed during last
week's four day symposium entitled Europe
in Conflict." ;
Arrangedby the department of Modern Foreign Languages, the.program was
sjj onsbrea by the Guy P.; Gannett Lecture
^ reporter
Fund.Participants were Roger. Cans,
for le Monde m France; Inng Fetscher, professor of politicalscience at the University of
Frankfurt at Main; and Fernando Perpina,
consul general of Spain in Boston. ;

sis. It is a symptom. The more rational reaction, therefore, would be not just to cure the
symptom, but to overcome the crisis itself."
In the third session, "Spain: Dictatorship to Democracy," Consul Perpina discussed the democracy which has emerged three
years after the death of dictator General
Francisco Franco. Spain's parliamentary mon
archy now has a constitution that "proclaims
all civil and political liberties, all political parties are recognized/the Church and state are
seperate, and all censorship has been abolished."
¦

Mr. Cans spoke on quite a pessamistic
note, stating that the youth of France has become a generation' of apathetics. He said,
"French youth is fed up with idealism. To it,
politics are a farce, ideologies are misleading,
and realism isn't attractive either." He termed
this lack of interest the "great withdrawal."

*

'

'¦

'
^

'

'

;
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Perpina, who joined the Spanish diplomatic corps in 1964, believes the^transition
to democracy was the only co_-_$to follow
after 40 years of the Franco regime and is op
timistic about the future.

"This does not mean that I underestimate the dangers that our democracy will
probably lace; terrorism and general deterioration of laW and order, which«may bring
about a military corp; a worsening of the economic situation, which may lead to a social
crisis; a dramaticincrease of regional tensions,
especially- in the Basque Country with the . '
possibility of disintegration of national unity."But, stated Perpina , "I believe that odds
are that the new Spanish democracy will successfully overcome the obstacles that it will
face. The symposium concluded with an ope:
forum Saturday afternoon among the three
speakers, moderated by Prof. David Rayside,
cnairmian of the European Studies Committee of the Ihternation Studies Program at the
University of Toronto.

In France, Cans said, "There is nothing
compared to the Red Brigade in Italy or :
Baaoer-Meihhof in West Germany:Even the
'punk' .craze in England was not able to cross
the channel with enough morhentum...to
catch on in France. Students are no longer
interested in politics, and militancy is confined
to ecology and, more often , to food in cafeterias." ¦: --' • ¦

by Lisa Ober
Look around you next time you stroll
down to Robert 's. If you happen to gaze
downwards, you'll see an amazing assortment of debris covering the campus. B eer
cups, paper, sneakers, h ockey shirtsTtorn
newspapers: all have been exposed by thie .
disappearance of the snow.
Plans are being completed to combat
our pollution problerft through a cleanup day scheduled for Saturday, April 28.
Junior , John Veilleux is finalizing the details
for this event. Veilleux plans to beautify
the campus in two ways. Trash will be removed, and crabapple trees may be planted
around each dorm and frat.
A staff of students from each residence,will be responsible both for removing
debris from their landscape and for digging
holes for the crabapple saplings. Veilleux
hopes one to four crabapple trees will be
planted around each dorm and frat.
All this clean up and planting activi- •
ty will occur in the morning. Veilleux hopes
to have a picnic lunch, and then an afternoon of student-faculty softball, tug of war,
and other outdoor sports.
Veilleux will speak with the Student
Assembly this week to finalize plans. Anyone with any suggestion? for Clean-up Day
should let him know.

Professor Fetscher, an expert on the
politics .of terrorism in Europe, believes that
guerrilla warfare and similar tactics are on the
decline in both Italy and West Germany.

f / b &titf a 'd ^ J £

"My guess is that the Baader-Mei'nhoflike terrorism is over or at least at its decline,
and I believe the terrorism exercised by the
Red Brigade in Italy is on the wane as well,"
stated Fetscher. He added, "...future acts of
violence may in fact originate from the rightwing."y :, , ¦• . ,•

l(

\

Fetscher perceives terrorists, drug addiction , and youth criminality as "symptoms
of a deep culturaland social crisis which
Western countries''undergo and which in
Italy, with its enormous social and cultural
contradictions, are still enhanced."

• Union

one)
t
(Continued f r o n page
saying they would lose benefits
arid ;
they would losej obs." ¦'." ¦'
The TORaTsTtiowTri the final i ' •'¦
stages of an investigation into the
"Charges Against Employer." Supervising
Attorney,for the Board Royce Schoenfeld said a decision on the charges could
come
as' early as next week. .
¦.. ':',If
. the NLR B finds merit in the
charges, it could decide to bring federal
charges against Colby. The case would
then be resolved either within the juris-;
diction of the NLRB , or before
¦ ^ ted- ;
era! trial jud ge. ,;¦ y y yy y ¦'-..¦ l:yy ' y y' ' y
According to informed sources,; ;;
the charges involve complaints by four j ;:
workers ana
and Jim
Tim ,-.ooaaie..a
Gbbdale. a secsec-' :;
a«
B
8c u
G' womers
,'iirity officer who was fired oh February
J 3/rl.^ ;r - v ^^.-w ; :^^"-< o^^^' '^v ,^
The sources went on to say. that ,:
the charges: may also involve a series* of, ,
anti-union letters which wcre sent to ; T
B ,8c G workers on an almost weekly : j ; f
basis - for.the last' three months, and that
metre had been' mailed immedia!tely be-¦ ¦ ¦
if6r^'^hif.-Marc-V'30^election.•;.: ^ ' , ¦; '. iV - -^ ,
\ /• vvPribr toi the election, the Teamsters
anti-uniontolet* :^; ' f
..-pbri dcd^tb;the Colby
tcrsJ sending^thdr own literature , B & , i / r '
G workers, The,literature ranged widely; - ,;
in tone arid subject; mattiei;.;One ;hao A:^ 'j ' ; '.„ ';
caricature of Kaari, entitled^'Thfe,Two; ,; ; :;¦
Faces of Kaan," arid depicted;him , os a :y\y '
wolf in cheep's clothing.: Its 'opening :> :! '^;4 p ]
statement was "P.T. Barrium orice said : .'

KONAID F. UtlM., Keg. Mwrm., Prop.

)j
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22 Common St., Waterville, Maine ">.
On Cajtonguay Square
JKf
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i "Terrorism," he concluded, "is not .
likely to be a means of overcoming actual cri-
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Symposium Forum: , Fernando Perpino , Iring Fetscher, Professor David Rayside, RogerCans
that, 'There's a sucker born every minute. Besides being the creed of every
con-man, it is also the creed of every
personnel director."
'
.
Another piece responded to specific questions about the Teamsters Union,
collective bargaining, strikes, benefits;
and other issues.
In a letter to the Wate&lle Sentinel which Objects to their coverage of '
the vote, Sociology Professor Robert G.'
Doel said. "It seems to me that a 51-26
vote graphically indicates that the work :
situation at Colby College is not all that
satisfactory for many orthose who do
the menial, often unpleasant, low-paying
hard work of sweeping, shovelling, raking and picking tip after society's intellectual savants/'; ' ; . ' ,;
, After doing some "sheer grade
school arithmetic,'; Dbel said that "there
but for 14 persons went the B &. G work
ers bid for better'working conditions
and financial considerations."yy
.
The letter concludes . "In my bpin- ,
ion, 26 yotes to join the Teamsters International Union was quite a victory
for the B & G workers, who, made the
effort especially cqrisideririg thei stultifying atmosphere in which the elections- ,
were held. Better luck to \hem next time.

Bo-.tonT _M^
Summier lferm 1979

FIRST SESSION: MAY22-JUNE 29
SECOND SESSION: PLY2-AUGUST 10'
This summer Boston Universityagain offers over 700 courses in
subjects ranging from Anthropology to Theology.Youcan study
¦
Communication in Washington or Education in Moscow, the
Philosophy of Art or the Philosophy of Science, the Psychology
of Learning, or the Psychology of Play.There is.something for
. ';•college students arid college teachers; for sociologists andpsychologists, for mathematicians and computer technicians, for - .
business majors and music minors. You can study Biology or
Broadcasting, Counseling or Classics, Photography or Physics,
Social Education or Social Work. From Logic to Rhetoric, from
theory to practice, from morning 'til eveningBoston University
¦
'
hasiwhat you need-~_rid this ^m^mm^mm„
¦
_.
im_¦«£¦_ ¦_¦
summer, it just ir
iight be the |
Bo-ton Urilversity Summer lerm ¦ ¦
• best investment
you
^
ll
ever
|
'
¦
755 CommonwealthAve.
I
. -, ¦ ¦¦;, ;: ' ;'.¦ |
maker ;¦ ¦ .. • ¦
Boston,Mass. 02215 ''¦";: ' ;^r • . j ,
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Overcrowdin g
Leads To Suit

The man-hunt for Mrs. J ohnson 's:
•son, Ronald J ohnson , 46, and Steven
Gillcash , 29, had been extended nationwide although investigators now believe
the two traveled no further than New
York before returning to Maine in order
to give themselves up.
Johnson and Gillcash were arrest ed early Thursday morning in Scarborough , Maine , after a Saco Police Officer .'
spotted the 1978 beige Cadillac belonging" to Mrs. Johnson in which they had
allegedly fled the scene.cd: the murder.
J ohnson, who served 28 months
of a four to eight year sentence in the
Maine State Prison for mansla ughter in
the 1974 stab bing death of his father , had
had lived with his mother at the Char land Terrac e residence since .his release .
from prison in 1977. Mrs. "Johnson's body was discovered
at 6:25 a.m. March 28 by a Waterville
Police Officer summon ea when Ronald
failed to meet the taxicab that regularly
drove him to work from the Charland
Terrace address. Johnson was employed
as a cab driver for Giroux Taxi Co.
Another cab driver told police he
had transported J ohnson and Gillcash to
the house shortl y before 7 p.m. the pre -,
vious night . .
Investigators have said that Mrs. ..
J ohnson was about to present Ronald
with an c ultimatum to either move out of
the house or to stop bringing G illcash ,
reportedly his homosexual lover, there.
The murder presumably resulted
from an argument over the ultimatum ,
they said. ; .
- An autopsy by State Medical Exammer Henry Ryan set the time of death
as early in the night of March 27.
Ironically , J ohnson was in police
custody bri efly following the suppo sed
time of the murder; ' but fcefore M-s>'jo-ir.
son's body was discovered. A Saco Police Officer stopped him and Gillcash in
the beige Cadillac shortly after 1 a.m.
and . arres ted J ohnson for operating under
the influence.
J ohnson bailed himself out shortl y
after 2 a.m.

THOMASTON , Me. -Four prison inmates of the Maine State Prison launch ed a federal class action suit here alleg- .;
ing that conditions at the jail "fall beneath the standards of human decency. "
Overcrowding at the priso n."in and
of itself , destroys any ' possibility of rehabilitation ," the suit charges.
Full capacity -was reached last February and the inmate population now
stands at 404, or four more than the maxi
mum capacit y.
The suit asks the U.S. Distric t Court
to find that the "totality of conditions "
at the prison violates the constitutional
rights of aU present and future inmates.
It also requests that the court set down
and enforce new minimum stan dards for
Maine 's only rnaximu m security prison.
Inmate paralegal Robert T. Lovell,
and three other inmates , with the help
of Waldoboro lawyer R. J ames Davidson ,
have devoted three montos to prep aring
the suit.
The National Prison Project of the
American Civil Liberties Union is expected to decide th is month whether it will
take up the Maine priso ners 's cause, Lov, ' .- ¦ : '
ell said.

Waterville Men
Arrested
Far Miirder

':'; • . Two Watervill e men were arrested
last week on charges of murder for the
death of Mrs. Verna J ohnson. . 71. whose
stabbed , beaten , and strangled bod y was
discovered in her Charland Terrace home
' •¦ • .
March 28.

Referendum
On Bottle -M

F^irfieldt
Chief Slies

PORTLAND , Me. -A referendum
on whether to repeal Maine 's returnable
bottle law appears certain 'this November
as an industry-financed group called Citizens" for Bengal of the Forced DepositLaw turnedt _n 45,000 signatures last ¦:.."
month calling for the referendum.
Bill Ginn , a spokesman for the
Maine Audobon Society which has contested the petitions , has announced that
the organization won 't appeal Secretary
of State Rodney 's Quinn 's decision that
there are enough signatures
for the refer ;;
yy - . y ':- -: y r .y - .} ' - : '
endum.
.
The law, which requires a minimum
five-cent deposit on all beer and soda
bottles and cans sold in Maine ,-was appr oved by; a ' thr eejto two ratio in November , 197o,:but did not tak e effect until
Februar y, 1978. ;
¦ . .' . Ginn, a leader in the 1976 referendum, has asked that bot-rsides in tlie new
campaign agree to limit their spending :' :' .'
tp $25,000 in presenting their views. ,
f. Frank Gazia no, howev er , pr esident
of National Distributors , Inc., which distribut es Anheuser-Busch products , and:
the primary financial backer of the repeal
effort , has rejected the idea. . ;
"I don t like to be muzzled on what
w e should or shouldn 't do," he said .
It is estimated that the forces opposing the bottle law in 1976 spent more
than $400,000 in their -campaign to the
$23,000 spent by those in favor of feturnable bottles.
Several distributors and bottlin g
companies ' that supported the opposition
movement then , however, are saying they
will remain neutr al in the upcoming battle, citing as reasons heavy investments in
returnab le bottles and the need to maintain good public relations.

FAIRFIELD -Claimin g that he was.
discharged improperl y, defamed , and
should oe reinstated as police chief, former Fairfield Police Chief Robert T. Barber is suing the town of Fairfield and its
- dam?;
manager for . a tot al of $1 million in
y .y ¦' ¦ ages. - - '
Barber was dismissed from the office
of poUce chief:several 'weeks.ago by Town .
Manager Dale Green who composed a sixpage letter delineating specific instances
to back up charges ot 'Insubordination ,
unprofessional conduct , irr esponsibility,
lack of discretion and misuse of office. " _
The first of two counts included in '
the suit claims that Barber was dismissed
without due process because he was given
no notice¦ or hearing prior to being ^dismiss ed. ; ¦/ '
Seeking $2 50,000 in actual damages
and $250,000 in punitive damages , the
comp laint claims the ex-chief suffered
great_and irr eparable damage to bis pro fessional reputation ," as well as mental
distr ess. . ' ' .' . , '
The second, also seeking $500,000
in actual and punitiv e damages j claims
that the 16-point letter of removal sent
to Barber by the town manager was "f alse ,
malicious and defamatory. " At least seven of the allegations were totally untrue ,
Barber maintains , while another three
were "partiall y untrue and unfou nded."

Hart Discusses "Tile Wa yl^e Ar e"
by Lisa Halite

will be visitin g Colby as a Woodrow Wilson
Fellow durin g tlie week of April 15 t 20. .
The highlight 6Fi-art *s scne_fu.edi.ctivities will _ c a Giiy P. Gannett Lecture , on
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19, at 3 p.m. Florence Hart will present a , • ',
workshop on career op por tunities in social
torium. The topic of Hart 's lecture will be
"The Way We Are" and it will center around
work on Monda y, A pri l 16, at 3:20 p.m.
how Americans are thinking as a nation in :- The locations ot these workshops will be , . ,
1979. Both Hart and his wife. Florence , a
announced at a later date. '.
_, <. ; ¦
Mary
y
and
along
with
Sand
psychia t ric social worker , wHl partici patein
The
Harts
,
,
worksho ps, a panel discussion and several
Lou Maiscl, and J im Mitchell , the J udge of
regular classes during their stay.
Hart graduated from Colb y in 1964.
Presentl y, he heads Peter D. Hart Research
Associates, Inc. of Washington , D.C. Hart
Research has more clients whoare presently
in office , 12 G overnors and 17 Senat ors , than
any. other research firm in the country. The
f irmhas also cond ucted surveys f o rCBS ;
News , The Washingt on Post, The Unit ed Aut o
Workers and many others. Prior to the. 1971
founding of his firm , Har t was a senior executive with both the Louis Harris and Oliver
Quayley firms and was Director of Research
for the Democratic National Committee , .
,
In addi tion to his Monday lecture ,
Hart will present a worksho p on job opportunities in Washington on Thursday, April

Monday, April 16, at 8 p.m. in Given Audi-

Peter D.. Hart , one of the leading ana-

lysts of public opinion in the United States ,
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Sesonable Prices/Prompt Service
onvenlentl y located in tlie Concouise
Proba te for Kennebec County and his wife,
Libby, the Assistant Majority Leader of the
Maine House of Repr esentatives , willpresen t
an informal discussion on the benefits and
drawba cks of dual career families on Tuesday, April 17, at 9 p.m. This discussion is to
be sponsored by t he Colb y Women 's Group.
Hart stresses that his primary function
while here at Colby is to be available for student questionin g on any subject. Therefore ,
he has set up ofneeshours and will he ready
and willing t o', meet-with students either ther e
or in a more informal setting in order to be
as helpful as possible during his visit.

^iC

jR^.tligrai^y- .^,.-;- ; Women's Weekend Happenings
Academe

yy y

Cdky ,'
by Bruc e D. Brown

This week's column is not a column .
as such. It is a public service to enable you
to get back into the swing of tilings after
Spring.Break. ¦/ i'y
¦
V Actually, it's a trivia quiz but it's a ' ;
Utde tougher than usual in honor of the
wide background of knowledge that you :
acquire at a liberal arts institution. " .
l^di answer has more :th*n one answer to be complete, iso get out pencil and
paper arid ;try your hand at the First-Ever ' „¦¦'
- V ,' • Multiple Trivia Quiz:
: 1. What are the SeyenDeadly Sins? ; ;
: _ .,2. Four of the most famous women in
literature rarely, if ever, use their last names.
Can you.provide the surnames for Romeo's
Juliet, Li 1Abrier's Daisy Mae (maiden name),
the Wizard of Oz's Dorothy and Daddy/
Warbuck^'Littlle Orphan Annie (remember
that paddy Warbucks was her foster father)?
r 3. Want to try the ancient Seven Wonders of the World? ;
-.., . ¦ y~ [
,4 ^Can you name the Five Civilized .
tribes of early America?
;
5. How about the Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse?,-¦;
6. Who were the two thieves crucified
with Jesus?
. . 7. D Artagnan wasn't one of the original Three Musketeers. Who were they?
8.Name-the 10 plagues of Egypt.
. , 9. All right.smarties, how about Santa's
eight reindeer?
'

10. How about the twelve Apostles?
11. Remember the names of the Fantastic Four?
12rHbw many actors played the
Three Stooges?
Now pass your papers to the right and
correct the answers.
¦
' ' ¦¦ ~ " 1. Pride7avarice,i wrath, envy, gluttony, sloth, lust.
2.J_liet Capulet, Daiisy Mae Scraggs,
Dorothy Gale, Annie Silo (her} adoptive par' :ents' name.) . , . .:. :.v:. ' ; - .:. / ; ^/ y '::. i .x . ¦¦¦yy
¦.- 3. Colossus; of Rhodes,^^ Egyptian py-, .
ramids, hanging gardens of Babylon, lighthouse at Alexandria, mausoleum at Halicarnassus, statue of Zeus at Olympia, temple
, • ,i
'
of Dianaiat Ephesus. .• :
;4. Gherokees, Chpctaws, Chickasaws,
Creeks, and Seminoles.
5. Conquest (war), Famine, Pestilence
(slaughter), Death.:
:«. , ~ . ^
6. Dismas arid Gestas. .
. 7- Porthos, Athos, Aramis.
8. Water, becomes blood, frogs, lice,
swarms of flies, cattlemurrain (disease),
sores (boils), hail and fire, locusts, darkness '
slaying of the first-born;.
• ,'
9. Dasher^ Dancer, Coiriet; Cupid,
Prancer, Vixen, Dormer, BUtzen.
O. Peter,
James, John, Andrew,
t.u-1Ftulip^ Bartholomew, MatthewiJames
(son of Alphaeus),Thomas,.Simon, Judas
Iscanot, Thaddaeus (or Jude, son of James)
11, Mr. Fantastic (Reed Richards),
_
Human Torch (Johnny Storm), the Thing (Ben Gnmm), the Invisible Girl (Sue Storm)
12. Brothers Moe and Curly Howard
and Larry Fine were the originals; Shemp
Howard , another brother, replaced Curly;
Joe Besserr replaced Shemp and Joe DeRita '
replaced Besser.
.;

; • Women's weekend, scheduled for
April 19th-22nd v is an annual event sponsered by the Colby Women's Group. It
will include;workshops and lectures, on topics of real concern to college women, as
well as sporting events, entertainment and
good fun.
A women's night in the Soa. from
8-12 on the !
9th, will kick-off the weekend.
Lots of live entertainment is planned in
addition to discount drinks for all!.
Friday afternoon, 2:30-5 i 30, therewill be a series of workshops for the career
oriented woman. Job skills, myths and realities concernirig the working world, resumes,
and interviews are just a few of the topics
which will be touched upon..
.— . Other events on April 20th include
a poetry reading in the Lette Gallery
(7:30 prii) and two showings of the film,
the.Turning Point,-with Shirley Maclaine,
Anne Bancroft and Mikhail Baryshnikov.
For those adequately inspired by Friday's film, a dance workshop will be offered ,
with/theColby Dance Troupe Saturday
morning. Other workshops on basic auto
mechanics, self defense and topics of Women's health are also planned. Finally.
Sat.evening, Barbara Pearson, a Ph.D.
candidate at UMO,"will give an informal

gejra; ''ct£^Br
¦
¦w'
w

lecture on.women and mental health,
entitled, "Women's Mental Health: Is
Conformity Sanity?"
Sunday, April 22, will hopefully be
snowlessana sunny for the 3-male women's
race. The race will begin at 11 am in front
of the fieldhouse (registration required)
and all women completing the race will
become the proud owners of an official
Women's Weekend T-Shirt of original design. Softball games, soccer games and
the finals of the Raquetball Tournament
are also in planning. An informal talk on
"Women in Art: A Social History" and the
presentationof several slide tapes by Colby
women, followed by a reception, will compete the weekend.
The above is only a sampling of the
many events planned for the weekend by
the Colby Women's group. Further details
will be posted around campus and a complete schedule will appear in the next edition of the Echo.

SUMMERSTUDY
IN NEW YORK CITY
Columbia Universityoffers over
350 undergraduate,graduate
and professional school courses.
Write for bulletin: Summer Session,ColumbiaUniversity, 102
CLow^ Ubrary, N>~
N.Y. 10027
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KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND
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Under Milkwood:
A Theater For Voices, A Talented Cast
by Sav Zembillas
I had neither read nor heard read Dylan
Thomas' poetry before attending Brenda
Bowe n's staging of his Under Mukwood. I
had, how ever , heard his name respectfully
dropped in literary circles and so went with
an English rioajor's determination tb enjoy, or
if that proved impossible, to appreciate.
The problem was certainly not in the
production, which was respectable (and of
which I will presently go on atiength); it was,
then, either the play itself , or me. I strongly
suspected it wasliot the play.
Grabbing a copy of the script and reading it closely, f searched for the magic I had
missed in performance. It eludes me still. And
still 'I wanted desperately to like it, so I
turned as a last resort to a number of sympathetic literary critics, hoping they could convince me of Thomas' merits. They couldn't.
Finally there was nothing to do but admit my
dislike for Dylan Thomas' poetry.
I dislike it because it s dishonest. Under
Milkwood, a "theater for voices" about a
typical day in the life of a Welsh town, purports to capture, in poetry and song, what a
naturalistic play, aesthethically committed to
ordinary words spoken by ordinary people in
ordinary situations, cannot-that is, the essence
' . . .;. - ". ' "~
of ordinary experience.
There's poetry and music aplenty, but
preciouslittle essence. Good poetry distills;

Thomas' bloats. He crowds his canvas whir
details of daily life, insisting on each as somehow "significant ,"and in the process betrays
an alarming lack of discrimination, of focus.
Sometimes, rarely, Thomas does succeed in cutting through to the heart of the
town's life , expressing simply, evocatively,
eli ptically<-_ways in a vignette or a song,_ his
vision ; more often, however, he disguises its
flab, with the frills of the narrative. I have nothing but criticism for this cumbersome narration, cluttered as it is with its alliterative
baggage and its flashy rhythmic complexities.
In contrast to the vignettes and songs, which
are at their best short, moving, intelligent, and
true, the narration is endless, numbing, never
more than clever, and.often false.
Aside from the narration's shortcomings as poetry, I question its validity as a theatrical device. In fact, I'm skeptical as to the
merits of "theater for voices. If the visual
does not effectively supplement the aural,
then a play for voices is best left to
¦' ' records
and radio.
., .'
At least a third of Under Milkw.ood
takes place in beds, and another third in
brains. If it must be staged, then it would be
best to do it as simply as possible, and Ms.
Bowen did just 'that/She sat her casHSn
stools and had them mime the simplest of
actions, fleshing out the text with as much
action as it could legitimately accomodate.
Bowen's careful use of lights added some vi-

The Cast of "Under Milkwood"
sual interest and properly underlined the
able narration, managed to transcend their
show's "rising from/raffing into bed" action.
material on the strength of their beautiful
Bowen distinguished herself as a direc- - voices. Sibulkin's voice is a strong baritone,
tor pf voices. She has a fine and sure ear and
his diction is crisp, his rhythrris right arid his
an obvious love for the words of .Dylan- ' ..music lilting. Warner's voice is intriguirigly_y
.
Thomas, and she coaxed uiuforrnly fine perlight and husky, cool and warm, distant arid
formances from a fresh-faceel
fresh-voiced
immediate. Her poise, charming smile and
>¦-: .•.;.:..' :;y<:^ >; •¦¦'¦"
cast.
winningstage presence added up to a most ,
' Three performances deserve special
impressive theatrical debut.
mention: thqse of the narrators Lauri Sibul• Becky Rogers, as always,- shone in her
^
kin and Lucy Warner, and, of course,
of the
various roles; her hauntingly beautiful per-,
lovely and talented Becky Rogers.""
formance of Polly Garter^ song was for me ;
:
The narrators, handicapped as they weree the highlight of the
show.
,
>
by the frequently unspeakable and unlistenEditor 's apologies to the cast of "Ay.
I
.', Good Man is Hard to Fjnd? " The last-section of Mr. Zembillas'review was inadvert- .
ently left out; That pari of the review can
be found
¦ ¦ in his letter to¦¦ , theiediior on page;L
is. ¦¦ ' • • • ¦.:::¦ "' ¦¦'- y:> '- : yy ^ H!?}yyJ : [ C\ -y .- -< '

Gardner
yy W oj l e a d Oi i A
p ril 12

. John Gardner, one of America s most
distinguished novelists, critics, essayists and
scholarsi will be reading at Colby this Thurs
April 12, at 8 jp.m. in the;Smith Room of
Robem Union^ ; ;¦'CyX .
;A forrher Guggenheim Fellow, Mr.
Gardner's novels include The Sunlight Dialogues, Nickel Mountain, and October Light.
This past year he published an important
biography of Chaucer and a critical book;
On Moral Fiction, in which he claims that
art has, moral responsibilities, responsibilities
to,'create and affirm positive human values.
Mr. Gardner has also written poetry,
Greniel, and a children's book, A Child's
Bestiary. He has taught at Oberlin , San Fran
Cisco State, Southern Illinois University, Ben
mngton College, and ¦is currently teaching at
SUNY' Binghamton. For the past several
summers Mr. Gardner has been on the staff
at the prestigious Bread Loiif Writer 's Conference, a position he 'll be returning to this
sun^mer. Mr. Gardner will read from a new
work of fiction , in-progress. Admission Free

hS^^ bV_7orksh.?P_ 0"' ma^n -J.,Russ>ttn Easter eggspresented by Mrs. Billie
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Willard
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at f p.m.
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;¦ ¦;.Colby
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¦ . Mrs. Billie WUlard is a member of the Slavophile Society"located In Auausta, A v
?;.,' ' The event, funded by the .Ctolby Russian Club , is free and open to the public, the
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(Mov 's "The SeapH "
At Colby April 19-21 ;
j

by Dave Worstef
On April 19-21, Director Dick Sewell ¦
will present Anton Chekov's acclaimed play,
The Seagull. The play is one of Chekov ^ s best
known, and was once named as one of tlie ¦
best ever written by a ; .View York¦¦ times
'
Playwight Survey.
Chekov was, an innovative playwright ,
and the style of tlW play is one that is complctely his own. It is perhaps a little difficult
to understand, but is highly entertaining. ^
The play features Becky Rogers, Sav.
Zembillas.Meg Mattheson
and Tim Buffuni in
¦
leading roles;. ..>; ;_ ,' ¦ ¦: . •• ' ;'•„ ' ' ' ¦ \l, - y yyy y ^ :y .A. '.'¦,
: The play will be performed in the round
at'Strider Theater. This is the first time Performing Arts Hits ever produced a theater in ,
trie round production, and; for oinybne wfio 'has
never experienced it , it would be well worth
, while to check it but ,
time, 8 p.m
¦your
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Stu-A Films presents: Play Misty for
Me, Fri; April 13 at 7 & 9:30 p.m. in L100.
Adm. $1. Starring Clint Eastwood and Jessica Walter. A disc jockey gets himself in
trouble by obliging a fan who constantly
requests that he play "Misty" for her. The
suspense mounts as he becomes involved
in an unusual love triangle.

The'English Department wishes to!:
announce the Mary Low Poetry Prize, and ;
. the Carver fiction prize (amount of award
still to be determined). All Colby students
are eligible for the prizes. Submit five poems
| and/or a short story (typed) to Ira Sadoff ,^
^I-rigii-h Department; before ApnT20. This ;
year's prizes will be judged by._ distinguished
Stu-A Films presents: On the WaterAmerican writer; the judge will be announced front, Wed., Apr
il 18 at 7 & 9:30 p.m. in
when the prizes are awarded at the annual
Starring Marlon Brando,
$1.
LI00.
Adm.
English Department party. ; ! '
Karl Maiden and Eva Marie Saint. Winner
of eight Academy Awards including best
picture
and best cinematography. Brando
Film: Garden of Delight, presented
by the Spanish Qub on Thurs- Ajpril 12;at¦ ; • plays a longshoreman who slowly realizes . '
7 p.m. •T'.yi room, Miller Library. Free. . .'.- .' ¦/ ' what he could amount to in the world.
DEFY BAD LUCK !! See an d .hear
Colby's bad boy band, Riverside Drive,
Fri. April 13 in the Colby Spa/Pub, beginning at 9:15. .
;

.
WANTED:WYrm; , flamboyant, but
rageous arid"rude^mbuthed MG .for^thei .
Spring Carnival Gong Show. Interested??
Call Susan Whalen, (exi- 565) or Bob
Lizza (2-9814)' fo*. moire iit_tbrmation;

GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER for the
Spring Carnival Gong Show!!'.-Free
Carnival T-shirts to all entrants! Sign-ups
begin April 2 in the Student 'Activities
y. ¦¦' ¦: ¦¦.
Office. .

It's free-good luck!!

•The spectacular clarinet of Brad Terry ,
along with Jazz and Blues -by Marietta and
other special guests will be featured at the
" . Performing' Arts Ceriter, Bath, on Saturday,
¦ April 14 at 8 p.m. arid Sunday, April 15
- at 3 p.m. Admission is $3.50 for adults
and $2.50 for Senior Citizens and students
under eighteen.
.

TRUMPET RECITAL: Dana Russian,
'79 will perform at 8 p.m. in Given Audit,
on Friday, April 13.

Concert: Thursday, April 12 at 7:30
p.m. The Colby Band, directed by Gordon
Bowie will host the Univ. of Maine at Farmington Band, directed by Colleen Norvish.
Given Auditorium, Free admission.
Colby Music Series Concert: Wed.
April 18 at 8 p.m. Sharon Isbin, guitarist.
Admission by series subscription only. Given Auditorium.

Bach's St. Matthew Passion will be.
performed by the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra, Prof. Peter Re, conductor, and the Glee Club and Coipmunity ">
Chorus, Prof.' Paul Machliri, director.,on
Sunday, May 6 at 6:30 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel. Since there isiiiriited seating, students must pick up their free tickets (with
I.D.) before April 27. Tickets will be available beginning next'weekr-t.the Music Dept.
office.
Next Wed., April 18 at 4 p.m.in the
Robinson Room of the library the novelist
and short story writer, Robert Coover will
read from his fiction. Mr. Coover is the
author of The Public Burning, The Universal Baseball Association, J .Henry Waugh,
Prop., as well as a collection of stones,
Pticksomsand Descants and .4 Theological Positi on, a collection of plays.,
Mr. Coover has taught at the Iowa
Writer's Workshop, and has been living in •
England with his family for the past several
years. His first novel, The Origin of the
Erunists, won the 1966 William Faulkner
Award. Admission to the reading is free.

,
Film Direction presents: Breathless, Sun. April
15 at 7 & 9:3.0 p.m. in L100. A~din.$1. A
Monday, Apr. 16 at 9:30 a.m. an open
young gangster seeks refuge with his Americlass: "Revolution and Writing in the Work
Poetry Reading: "The Poetry of John Keats ' ,can girlfriend who betrays him to the police, of
Hubert Acquin,"by Francis Iqbal, Prof,
(1795-1821)" read by Brenda Bowen «80.
"One of the most important films by the
of
French, Univ. of British Columbia. L213.
. Mon., April 16 at 7 p.m., Smith Lounge,
French 'NewWave'."
Runnals Union.

Colby Museum:
April Exhibition
Schedule

The Tubes "Remote Control" On
Another Wave Len gth
by John Sm ith
Iii this reviewer's.opinion, The Tub.es
have always been split between two extremes
•—on one hand their music and lyrics have
been slightly progressive and riiore .than
slightly sarcastic towards modern American
life. On the other hand , they have always ;
operated along an uneasy arid hazy line between biting parody and outright. stupidity. Remote Control , their newest album ,
is theiriirst recording to step from musical
middle-road to one side.
,.
, Unfortunately the. music Has gone in
the wrong direction. The Tubes great claim
to fame has always been their supposed ability to synthesize the American Dream (2
cars, a house with aluminun siding, 1 dog,
all the newest kitchen appliances, etc) into
rock and roll. They cut down commercialism and pointed out its funnier aspects. But
with Remote Control, The Tubes have redirected themselves.
Alohe, the music is perfect-Tbdd
Rundgren has used his studio wizardry to '
produce and engineer this disc into a flaw-, ;"
less recording. Up front , The Tunes all
sound nearly identical, with echos of chic:
and shadows of devo intermingling in the
background. The words are a waste of time
-four songs have something to;do with television, the other seven don't make any real
sense at all. It seems as though The Tubes'
are trying to make some big bucks on this
ft!bum. This reviewer feels that you should
not spill any of your own bucks on Remote
Control. For The Tubes have joined the v ¦
bogus
and Commercial world that used .<_> . ,
H
¦\
giye.th eir musical attack a! target .* Now we
need a band to mock tliem.

'
e' appeaij rig at the Waterville Opera House on April, 11
The Bostoni'A^Co^mi^&lS'
¦' -$
${ :y <watineo ' at 3 p ^i.,evening a f a pj n, ) , and Apf U
?;
; ,V

-/;-¦ • Catdlog of nhlque; nostalgic, ahd'; • v •• • ¦',
: "ispedafity^ ite^^imriy Collect^. ;¦-'.;
• ' ' ,\ ;'-;I --'rn.' w-t^^^
^
'In clude') coins , :
sibilitiesJ Items
stamps, antiquesj artwork, comU ', . : ic books, old records, old maga- ; ;
; zines, old photos^ bodksj buttons
, and niany others. Send $.50
.
(deductable with first order) tbi
Frank Lewis, P.O. Box 54"S;A11- :
; :'
V; ;;;;;wdo^

Colby Museum of Art (Monday through
Saturday 10-12; 1-4:30 and Sunday 2-4:30)
Faculty' Exhibition;', '
o- ^ ^
Paintings by Barbara Kassel , Sculpture by Harriet Matthews :;
April 25-May 23
Miller Library (Monday through Friday
' . ' ;./
8:30-12; 14:30)
, Edwin Arlington Robinson Room •
Good Friends of Mirie; ah exhibition
of books by Robert Frost and other
poetry from the collection of Bert: rand W. Hayward 1933; LL.D, 1958
^

Photo grap hy
Exhibit

' ¦¦•:'

,
..;

A showing of the work done.by the
1979 Photo Jan-Plan students has been
mounted in the Colby Photographers
Gallery (west wing, 2nd floor Roberts).
On display is an interesting and varied
collection of ,26 photographs, including
the' work of members of all classes; 'predominantly representing the Freshmen
and:; Sophomores whb> participated,
;.; y v 'y y y - y-y-; y -c- ly ^yy-yy +yy
To all the photographers who responded to the invitation, wcjiope your
patience in waiting for the show has been
rewarded. It is appreciated. The main ! ;
reason for the delay was that we took
the opportunity to install the special
lighting that provides' proper illumination i
fpr the gallery; Our thanks to the pho- * >
tographers. We hope and trust all who : •
spare a few minutes to ' go and look will 1
be rewarded. ' .

Men And Women
Runners Look To Sprin g
by Glen Coral
' . ¦ - Coach Wescott hopes that all these '
Spring is clearl y on the minds of everymen improve on their past performances. The
one at Colby; most notabl y on the minds of
season is a short one. This past week, th e team
'
those athletes who perform during the spring
traveled
to Brandeis for a tri -meet with the
season. It brings particular relief to the memhosts
and
Tufts. This weekend they take on
bers of the track team. With the warmer
Wesleyari
and
WPI . The champiorishi p meets
' weather comes the opportunit y to practice
, State of Maine , Easterns ,
follow:
NESCAC
outdoors.
and
the
New
Englands.
The indoor season has prepared the ;
All of the partici pants are in good shape
team well for the spring season. Coach Wesand
are
read y to go. If the timing is right ,
cott was pleased with many individual pereveryone
should be in peak form for the
formances over .the course of the past few
ionships.
champ
months.
Winter season standouts include most
areas of competition.Junior Dan Ossoff
WOM EN PREPARE FOR SECOND SEASON
paced the distance men with consisten cy, im, wovemerit, and excellent times in his events.
His two-mile time impro ved from 9:50 to
The Colby Women 's Track team opens
9:12 and he achieved a personal best of 4:19
their
second
season with a new coach and new
in the mile. He has excellent base and he is
spark. Coach Rick Bell has taken nineteen enin prime shape for the 5000 meter run.
thu siastic and talented women with the aim
Paul Kaz-Uonis provided consistency
to make them a strong competitor in women 's
over the course of the winter season in the
track here in New England.
high jump. He took every meet in which he
Captain Karen Oerhle will provide strong
participated: He won the Maine State Meet
leadershi
p for the team. She is a hard worker
land tlie Colby Relays, each for the third '
and
boasts
some fine performances in the 440
year m a row , jum ping 6 8". In addition , he
yard run. .
. captured third in the New Englahds. If the
Karen Orloff has shown great talen t
wind blows his way he could jump for a school
in many events including the 220, 440, hi gh
record of 6'10" during this season.
j ump and l ong jump. She is , without ques.Senior pole-vaulter John Crispin , like
tion, an import ant asset to this team.
took
first
place
Kazilionis
,
in
every
meet
this
.
Nancy Leland is an outstanding shot!past winter including the Colby Relays and
putter. She has thrown up to 43' ana is exthe Maine State Meet. He also placed second
pecting to impr ove on that.
! in the Easterns , clearing 14*3" . His excellence
El eanor Campb ell is coming off a strong
throu
gh
the
upcoming
meets.
should carry
winter season in the 880 yard run. Coach Bell
The middle distance events are paced
expects good things from her this spring . Sue
by fr eshmen Mike Thurston and Matt Maley,
and sophomore Chris Smith. Thurston captured Lindbur g is an excellent sprinter. Now full y
recover ed from an injur y that hampered her
a school record in the Wmile with a time of
performa nce this past winter , she is prepare d
2:05.5. Chris Smith is also looking strong
for the spring.
;
in that event. He has a good back ground and
; The team traveled to Boston Univershould be ready. Matt Maley holds an indoor
sity this past weekend to partici pate in an
school record of 51.3 in the Wmile. Also to
open meet with women from fifteen other
his credit is a third place finish in the Maine
schools. This week they have a practice meet
State Meet , v
Freshm an J eff Wicklow should provide
,
with the girls from Water ville High in preparation for upcoming meets with Bowdoin,
.the spark in the shot-put if he throws anywhere near the distance he did this past winUNH, and UMO.
ter. A throw of 47'2 " earned him first place
° , This is the first year the team has had a
in the Maine State Meet.
full time coach, fhey'are young arid inexperThe long jump and the high jump will
ienced , but. are char ged with enthusiasm and
be the events for freshman Brian Ru-scll. He
talent which should carry them throu gh an
should make a strong contribution in both
an tici pated successful season.

Women's Varsity Soccer
Finalized For Next Year

¦
: ' ¦¦: Athletic director Dick McGee aril- ; '. . '
, nounced last week that the formation of
the Colby Women 's Varsity Soccer team
had been approved. Women 's soccer operated as a club last fall but the women petitioned McGee for varsit y status. It appears
they accomplished their goal. The final decision came while the
campus was vacant durin g spring recess.
McGee had earlier preliminaril y acc ep ted
the idea 'providing funds were allocated .
Over spnng break , the athl etic bud get was y
approved with the woirien's
soccer team
¦
included. ' ' - ' ' r ;-y y' ' ¦;•;v , -r
; This is the second new women 's
sport at Colby to upgrade from club to
varsit y status. Measures were also accepted
f or a women's squash team next season. ' .
A decision pn the.woriien 's soccer ; ;
coach has hot yet, been made and the situation still appears to be up in the air. One
of the top candidates is Waterville High's
women's soccer coach Steve Knight, who
is known for the outstandin g job he has
done with the Wat erville women. Also int erest ed in t he job is Colby senior Sam
Koch. His interest, however, lVconringent
on whether he receives another job he is
¦:'¦ •' ,'• ;;
seeWhg oh carn ^T^^^

Women 's soccer is riding the soccer
wave that is sweeping the nation. Colb y
is one of the first New England small colleges to jump on the bandwa gon with a
women 's pro gram.
OutlooKS for the women 's first season are very promisin g say the ex-club' s
ex-president Anne Hussey. "We have received positive reponses from the staff at
the fieldhouse and the men's varsity soccer team which has helped push for the
team.'' She also believes that Colb y could
benefit greatly from being a varsit y team
by attracting excellent women high school
players.
r
: Th e women will play a 10 game schedule next season with contests again st Bow- doin. Harvard , Tufts , Dartmouth , and B.U.
Harvard won last year 's inaugural Ivy League
Women's Soccer Champ ionship so t h e
women are startin g out against the best.
In antici pation of next year, the
women are having a meeting on Wednes- .,
day, April 18 in the Robins Room at 7 , p.m. This is an excellent opportunity f or j
all potential women soccer players to meet
ana discuss their plans for the upcoming
season. . ..

Montreal Signs Fre e Agent

Professional Football In Canada

Women 's lacrosse players pr eparing for seaso, n opener

. . , Craig Garson , a Colby senior , has been
must be suited up for all games , this is ari ;
advantage because Garson won't have to >' •
• signed as a.free agent by the.Montreal
,•Alouet tes df the Canadian Football League. 1 compter ajgainst the other , American running
backs. He says^" !,am hap py to have the v&,
Terms of the 5 foot lOinch] 190 pound "
(half back' s cohtrdct were riot disclosed , but . ;; oppor tunity to test myself against guys ;S ^;¦
frpm home. 1 hope tb make the -best'Of>;..," $>
j he is still excited about his opportunity to
play p.btfesskm _lfooi--aU. m ^V/ - :'; : , ; '' ;;• > ' ;' v ' '• ':: v)<£ ? '; ' Shbuld ^drsbrV ..^^^
.. ; ; The Albuct tcs open-training camp oh ;' " .'' tcr he is assured of ,.some: playing time. Wittij i
May: 28th and Garson will be one of the! ;, -' :; ; ¦ .bhlyV10 reserves; : tjiw> of which are kickers; :;*
players iiii umfbrmiiThe only complica tion : . the subs see a lot of actioni bh ¦specialty : ;;; >!
. teanis ; In C-inadidri fobtbaU ;tliere;is s6me-; ;
Is thii. Griiujis scheduled ,,to gradua te f rom
'
Colby on May: 27tli. : Says Craig ; I'Tll drive :>f • ' .' •thing f or ',eyeryohc'on ,' .t ^
'
db 'thc be_t ;'
all nig ht aft er graduatibri butTlrbe -'in 'M oiir : :hojpe tb make the best of;-t ;dhd
'
,
tiyy
?yy >' '% 4n;?;,
'ttc^.6nt\^2Bt ^M. ^^ i\y y y 'W-y ;- - ' ' "¦ > ' h . i'job;l can; /' saytf 'GajMbh 'i'i-VW
^ '? ;^:',.t' F-The!Ato ^
yyy. YGdrso h i-dtransfer student frbrh Dal:
: ¦¦
housie Universi t y in Halifax; Nova Scotia ; > ' . <»; Stadiumand Garson is hajppy to be playin a i'
for Montreal . It is also close tb home wnlcn
;He grew up in Halifax but he was born in
; ¦;
' ' -y.
'
' Detroit , Michigan . However , his Canadian i- ; ;; hc 'fel t . was;impor tiaht. ^ ^>y * y '^- y ^
It
is
!'
way
^:
;
" ';
lorig
from
r
a
Colb
y
College
/:
residency dllows . Craig a few breaks under
to the , Moh trearAlouettes !but Crai g Garson
v
^
the¦ ¦Canadian system.
, ,; Is going to try and get there byplayin jj the
. . ' ' . . On the 32 man roster of Canadian
best football he cant turning his skeptics Into
football teams, 18 members froir h Canada
•. •; believers. yy ,: y . ' : ¦ ' ¦ y "-y .' w-l y y l - yy'y y ' y . ¦'. •" . : '• ' ;

Strori g;W
by Gretchen Huebsch

as lost t_ieir rna ^
.third doubles team of Rick Cline and J ohn
ICaufmin fell 6-4/ 3,-6, 6-2. All of these -;
matches.were well contested battles! ; '
In the other matches , freshman stand
out Matt Lewis dropped his number brie ,
single match 6-4, 6-4. Lewisiis a ver y important part of the Mules' season and his
Ibss would force other players to play;; that much better. Tory Weigand: also lost
in strai ght sets 6-4, 7-5 as did Richard
Dube 7-6, 6-0, m his match. In the other
doubles match , Wiegand and Desmond
drbpped6 ' _ti''6-2.^ : ;v/ ;,;\.^ . - i :V' 'v : . : ;!' "' " '7 . ; ;.
The season continues this weekend , .
with a Colby, Bowdoin," Bates irivitafibnal. "
Rain on Saturday would brin g Bowdoin
to Colby at 10:00!a.m. Sunny weather . '. ' ¦
will send Colby to Bowdoin for a 10 a..ta:
match with the Polar Bears arid a 12:30
challenge against the Bates Bobcats ;
Monday, Colby travels to Clark for
a tough match., ' but th e team shotild be
read y for the competition. .

The men's tennis team opened their
season Saturda y dropp ing an 8-1 decision
at MIT. Despite distr actions caused by Colby 's female team manager; MIT held on
for a victor y' that was closer than the score
indicated.
The Mules' match scheduled against
Babson the previous day was cancelled so
the team's first outin g was against the strong
MIT side. The young-Mules opened aggressively, surprising ' their favored opponent.
Colby, however , couldn 't hold their concentration , losing four key matches in the
final set.
Colby's only victor was senior Mark
Thomas who disposed of his opponent with
a 6-2,6-1 sweep. Thomas ' success could not
be duplicated by any other Mul es, but four
matches did go_down to the wire.
Bob Desmond , the number two single player, dro pped his match 2-6, 6-3, 6-2.
Ed Davies, in the third spot , fought gamely,
but eventua lly lost 7-5, 6-7. 6-1. The number two doubles team Of Davies and Thom-

Florida Tri p Productive

Mules Rebound
{jp ehihgLoss
by Sam Weiser

B-seball fever arrives withthe corningof.
spring and the Colby Mules baseball tea m got
,;
into the swing of spring with a convincing 14-3 victory oyer Qark last week. The victory
evened the team's regul ar season record at 1-1.
Frehsman Mike Koonce got the victory
.
for Colby pitching 6 1/3 innin gs while giving
up 3 runs. J ohn , Crowley got the save with
2 2/3 innings of strong relief pitching. - How- _, '
ever, the Colby offense was.the big differen ce
ih fhe ga.ne.\:V' «v ;/:;:t ;v ,, .; ' -P - \
Artie Sullivan broke the game open with
a thr ee-run home run in the . third innin g. The
Mules registered another score in' .'the third to
take command . Colby continued to pound a:
way at Clark pitchin g, and in the ninth inning
Paul Belanger put frosting on the cake by hitting a grand slam home-run. J ay Donne gan was
the most consistent Mule
at the plate , going
¦
3 for , 3 for the day. ¦ • ¦- ¦•¦:• '- "' v

Spring Sports In High Gear
'_. " _. l? e spri"2 sports season,gets into full swing this week with all teams in action . The
baseball teams , opens their home season Saturday with a doubleheader against Thomas beginning, at noon. The men's lacrosse team begins their home season Monday with a contest
against Nasson starting at .3:00. Women's Softball starts its season with a three-game road
tnp to Connect icut playing games against Trinity and Centr al Connecticut. The Women 's"
lacrosse team also tra vels to Connecticut for games against Trinity and Wesleyan The track
team is entered in a tri-meet on Saturday in Worces ter , Mass. The men's tennis tea m plays
matches on Saturday and Monday while the golf team hopes to open their season Tuesday '
against Southern Maine. Providin g the weather cooperates , it should be a big weekend for
Colby sports.
•

Women Planning To Run Loop
Wish you had been misplaced by your friends during Spring Break? Fight Back! Deny
Cold and start ra nning again. The 2nd annual Colby Women S Race will be held .
April 22nd at 11 -.00. Registr ation is from 10:00 to 10:30 at the field house ; a'fee of
$1.00 will help cover the cost of ,T-shirts with prizes awarded to top finishers.The course
will be repeat of last year 's;' counterclockwise around the loop. 50 competitors will run down
Thayer Hill first. Sponsered by the Colby Women 's Group as part of Women's Weekend ,
""the emphasis is participation not competition. Over eight y Women ran last year. Contac t
Barb Neal X540 or Catie H obson X442 with any questions.

McGee Receives AU-ECAC
Mike McGee . 6-3 forward on the Colby College basketball team , has been named
' _to the 1978-79 AII -tCAC Division III team for New England. '.
The honor is die latest in a series the sophomore from Fairfield , Maine , has earned .
Other honors include spots on this year 's NABC AH-American second team in
Division III , the Division III NCAA All-Star Team for New England , the CBB (ColbyBates-Bowd oiri) Conference AH-Stars, and the Alt-Maine squad.

Holy Cross beats M ules 4 - 0

Varsity Golf ers Fightin g Weather

The day before , the Mules encountered
a tough Holy Cross team. The Crusaders are
ranked third in the New England Division I
poll and they showed¦ why;
shutti ng
p out
;;.. , ¦ •¦¦ • ¦ '
Colby 4-0.
'~~^Colb yJ hltStheir chan ces leavin g nine \
men on base. The Mules played well, hitting
the bail hard but usually right at a Holy Cross
fielder. The missed opportunities hurt any
hopes Colby had of upsetting the Cros s.
The only Mule hits were from Paul
Belanger and Dean Morrisse y. Coach Wally
Covell, however , felt that the game was positive. "We fielded well considering the cold
arid hit the ball hard . We played them a good
game. " .

The Men 's Varsity Golf Team has been idled by the unseasonabl y snowy weather. Matches last Friday and Monday, and the match tomorrow have been cancelled. To
mak e up for the open dates ,,the golfers will partici pat e in the New England Championships at Yale on April 23. Until the Waterville C.C. opens; the team is forced to practice inside the fieldhouse. Althou gh forced indoors , the outlook for the spring is verygood
as many team members played a few rounds over spring vacation. Neal Welch, Ned Manning, Dave Hull, and Peter Bishop form the nucleus for the spring with many newcomers
competing for the other three match spots. It the Weather clears soon" , this sprin g could
prove to be surprising for Colby's opponents.
Sullivan was the losing pitcher for
Colb y, allowing Holy Cros s twq nins in the .
first innin g. Fr om these it Was uphill for the
Mules. Sullivan got stronger as the game went
on allowing only single run s in the 5th and 8th

Assistant coach ' Toni Kopp supervises , baseball warm-ups

innin gs to provide the final
mar gin.
• ¦
'¦',' .
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Florida Tri p Successful
~

The season opened for the Mules one
week after they returned from a tough week
of baseball in Florida. Although the team was.
2-9, Coach Covell believes, "the tri p accomplished our objectives. " The objectives Co- . .
veil referred to were game competition and
observing the team members to correct any .
weaknesses.
Another important facet of the south ern
tri p is to set up a pitching rotatio n. Florida gave
Covell a chance tb see how his young pitching staff could do. Sullivan was hurt for most
of t he week , so freshm en Mike Kdonce and ,
Ed Ludwig got a lot of pitchin g in. Koonce
had a good outing against Rollins;; the team
Coveli said was the toug hest Colb y played.
Ludwig had thr ee good perfo rmances in- rcluding a relic, appearance against Jacksoh
' ¦ ¦. .• •" ¦ •. '
' • '' • , • •
villc. • . '
J uni or Rich Buchanan and freshm an
J ohn Crowley pitched in the only two Colby
victories of the week. Bucha nan had ah excellent Outin g beating Wayne State 2-1. Crowley also looked good defea ting the University
of Akron 4?3. The Mules were close in many
other games but they were unable to come
out on'top. ;V ' !
J ay Donegdn led the team in batting ;
down in Florida with a .312 average. Paul ;
Belanger was not far behind , hitting .308. The
long ball was provided by co-captain Paul
Spulane who had four home runs.
> Spillane olso played well behind the
plate and Torn Haggert y was exceptional at
Second base. Cbveu said that Florida "showed
tha t we'have good infield defense. *' Defense ;
appears t o be t he Mules ' strength vrith/ret urni
ing starters at shortstop, second
, and third )
¦
basc,,, :; '' "; ' ;*" ' , ' ; ; ' ' :-;' : :/ ' - ,- - . ' ' - ' > " ;.'¦' : • ¦; ". ' w.v K '
. The year looks promising for the Mules
and only time will tell if the promise will be
fulfUlcd.
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Women 's Varsity Softball '. at Trinity
Women 's Var sity Lacross e at Trinity

13

Men's Varsit y Golf

at Tufts , Trini ty

1:00

14

at Central Conn. (2)

14

Women 's Varsit y Softball
Men 's Varsit y Lacrosse

1 :00
2:00

14

Varsity Trac k

at W.P.I. , Wesleyan

14

Women 's Varsit y Lacrosse
Men 's Varsit y Baseball

at Wesleyan

t :00
2:00

Thomas (2)

12:00

APRIL 13

14
14
16
16
17
17
18

Men 's Varsi ty Tennis
Men 's Varsit y Tennis
Men 's Varsit y Lacrosse
Men 's Varsit y Basebal l
Men 's Varsit y Golf
Men 's Varsi ty Lacrosse

¦¦ ~ "

at W.P.I.

at Bowdoin
at Clar k
Nasson

4:00
4:00

" 12:00
- 2:00
3:00

at U.N.H. (2)

1 :00

at U.S.M.

1 :00

at Maine

3:00
ted score by Peter Scribman, Tufts was also able to score just as Harvard had.. For '
all of Colby's enthusiasm, desire and-bruTuft s had the points.
tality,
¦>'¦;. At
first the clu. was bitter with their
performance and with the opposition, but
the hot show.ers and beer gave everything
a warm glow. The tearn knew that the fall
would bring Harvard and Tufts back for ;
the thrashing of their lives.
. ' The Rugby Club plays their next
game this weekend at Hormel Field in Med
ford; Mass. against Mystic River R.F.C.
Showtime is 1:00.

Rugby Booted From Southern Turf
by Rod Marshall

As the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers
used to exclaim when Utopia seemed just beyond
their grasp; "Buttocks!" The everrconcise Colby
Rugby Club uttered the same sentiments on
their return from last weekend's brawls with
Harvard and Tufts . The matches had been
nasty territorial battles, v
The scrum (those psycopaths who lock
arms and do all. the pushing)played magnificently in both games, winning almost every
set scrum and stopping the most serious onslaughts. Unfortunately alack of pre-season
training left them unable to support the
' backs (the glory-boyswho line up across the
field) at a couple ot critical points when Colby should have been making deep territorial
thrusts. Even with the high, biting winds and

punting back and forth , Colby held a secure
enough field position to prevent any broken
tackle scoring. Against Harvard this was not
enough. Colby was forced into a number of
set scrums near their goal line - and after some
biting, some cheap shots and a lot of anguish,
the ball was twice kicked free. Pathetically,
Harvard pounced on both of these.
Tufts was less opposition but
also more frustrating for Colby. The Colby scrum was awesome. Tufts did not
want to know when set scrums were called.
Russ Fleming was crazed inspiration for
the team. Even neophytes Dave Boldger
and Dave Marcus played beyond their reputations in the backfield. But after all the
ping-pong punting and a brilliantly execu-
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Here Is your chance to bring your friends
. to J oin our happy Sunda y group In a
fun for all dancin g section that tr uly
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-Is lot. of fun for everyone.

Come In this Sunday
'.' ,' . ' . ' ¦';• ¦¦( . ' • you ,!!be happy you did!

A l^n tcte
with fiin p^
and fuh ni^
That^ thc new

I Without your help,we can't afford to win. I
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" Lacrosse goalie Bob Pomeroy displays his form,
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Make check payable to U.S. Olympic Corpmitteo,
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The following information is.important to all students, whether they wish to reside on
campus of o.t\campus, or to withdraw for the academic year 1979-80. YOU ARE
URGED TO READ THIS INFORMATI ON WITH CARE.
Dates and Deadlines: it is crucial that students be mindful of the various dates and
deadlines related to, room draw. Failure to observe these deadlines can result in loss of
priority or cancellation of room.
Category I:
Off-Campus

April 2nd

Applications available for off-campus permission
in Eustis 203.

April 13th

Completed off-campus applications due in Eustis
203.

April 18th

- Off-campus list posted.

Category II:
Fraternities

April 20th

Fraternity rosters and language floor rosters due
in Eustis 203.

Category III:
All Campus

April -23rd

Senior Number Draw
('80 & '80O)

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Roberts 2nd Floor

April 24th

, Junior Number Draw
, ('81°, -'81, '820)

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Roberts 2nd Floor

Draw

April 25th

Sophomore Number Draw
.
('82 & '83o)

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Roberts 2nd Floor

April 30th

Senior Room Selection

Beginning at 6 p.m
Roberts 2nd Floor

May 2

Beginning at 6 p.m.
Junior Room Selection
' ' - ' .. ¦ "
• ' . Roberts 2nd Floor

May 3

Sophomore Room Selection

Coed :

Beginning at 6 p.m
Roberts 2nd Floor

Averill, Dana, Johnson, Marriner, Taylor, Foss-Woodman

Non-Coed Male:

. Louise Coburn, Leonard, Robins, Chaplin, Pepper

Non-Coed Female:

"-¦..•, ¦ ' \yy yy \'y . y

• There will. be a number draw day for each class on which each student will
draw a number. This number will then determine the order of selection of rooms. On
your class night, when,numbers are called, you will be able to select a single, double,
to capacity.
triple, or quad - as,long as you have enough roommate(s) to fill the room
Also, you may-choose someone from your own class as a roommate or &¦ member of , ..
an under, class as long as the - individuals) can fit into the quota of the dormitory you
request. (When your number is called , you must choose a room, i.e., you cannot place
your name on a list for summer placement. Only exceptions - see "Students Without
Roommates.")

A strict quota will be in use. After students have drawn for off-campus,
fraternities, language floor, and dorm staff have been assigned, the number of students
left will be dtvidecfmto class years and slots will be reserved in every dormitory for
each class year on the basis or this percentage. Please note that in Mary Low and
Coburn the quota will be by floor.

•

.

>

,

b. Students on approved-leave of absence who have returned housing preference
forms and have paid $100 room deposit. Note: Students who pay the $100
deposit after their class number draw day will automatically go to the
bottom of the class list an& wilUwt draw_ a number. , '
; *
2. Ineligible

,

Pro xy Rule :

i- i

.n

'

.

i

For purposes of-number draw and the quota, we will consider only four class
years as follows:
^
'83 Incoming freshmen
.

¦¦

¦ -'
.

"

'82-6

' ;. '8i .

'81-0 Juniors

^SaRT
'82 Sophmores

^80
'80-0 Seniors

^7^t?£&£&tffi& - Iass ws and *hat the Comn*tee wm not
One hundred and fifty students will be permitted to live off-campus for the academic year, 1979-80. No priority will be given to present or former off-campus residents.
Second semester seniors will be.granted permission first, then first, semester seniors, then i
juniors, etc. Completed applications are due by April 13th. When completed applications
are handed in, you will be asked tb pick a lottery number; The excess over 150 will become the: off-campus waiting list for the summer. This list will dissolve in September
and students wishing to live off campus second semester must go through a lottery in
December 1979.
If we do not receive 150 applications by the deadline of April 13th, we will allow students at the time of room draw to opt for off-campus living, until the maximum of ISO
is reached.
Room Changes:

'

Students Without Roommat es Who Do Not Get Singles:
If a person has no roommate
number
called , he/she has the follow
¦ , ¦ y .- yyywhen his/her
¦ ' •' is
ing choices: ,y
"
.
_,..
.
.
..
.
.
•
.
^
losing his/her
; V a. The person can take five minutes to find a roommate without
' : . .;;,.. , . ' ¦: : - " y ¦' . ,. y - . y ¦ ' ¦¦ .'
;, . ' '•;. .. turn.v ¦ . . • ' . . " • .' . - . ./ ;. '¦: :. .

c. Dorm Staff and their roommates.

-

Class Years:

All students living on campus are required to subscribe to the meal plan.

b. Students who have been granted permission to live off-campus.

I.D. Cards:

They must be drawn by all students planning to participate in room draw. This
includes underclassmen planning to room with upperclassmen. Note: Underclassmen
drawing with upperclassmen must select rooms on the night of upperclassmen *s selection

Board Plan:

a. Those students who have signed fraternity agreements for 1979-80. ,

.. ,
Each student will be asked to bring his/her I.D. to room draw.

,

The sophomore waiting list will begin with those students who were unable to draw .
rooms because no more rooms were available. Next on the waiting list will be sophomores who were "no-shows" or failed to pick rooms when their names
¦ ¦ were called and
'
rooms were available.
.- . ',.. ¦: ¦ ' - ¦

a. Only those .Colby College students who have paid $100 room deposit to the
Business Office by April 4, 1979.

d. Students who have elected to participate in the language floor. ',

Lottery Numbers are Non-Transferable:

1 Because of allowances for summer attrition , rooms in the dormitories will be exhausted before all sophomores are placed. These sophomores will be advised of their
options regarding summer placement.

'

•

Students withdrawing from the College may receive a refund of the room deposit ,
only if they notify the Dean of Students Office and Business Office in writing of their
intentions to withdraw by July 1, 1979. This deposit will be forfeited if the student
decides to withdraw after July- 1, 1979. The Dean's Office retains the right to fill the
• space vacated by all withdrawals without consulting the roommate(s).

Sophomores and the Waiting List :

Eli gibili t y Req uiremen t s:
¦

With draw als :

After a student has chosen his/her room assignment for 1979-80, he/she may not
request a room chance until October 15, 1979. Students making unauthorized room
changes will be finea $25.00.

The Quota:

1. Eligible ,

Students on approved leave pf absence have alread y received a mailing from the
Dean's Office concerning Room Draw and should have sent the college the name of
their proxy. Students who have been asked to serve as proxies will receive a reminder
from Dean Seitzinger's office.

Off-Campus Living:

Mary Low, Mary Low Annex, Butler, Champlin, Small,
Sturtevant
.

*Note: There will be alternate-room.coed floors in Dana and Foss-Woodman
Number Draw:

Proxy Rule for Students on Leave:

b. The person can leave to find a roommate and choose when,he/she returns.

. ' • .
V

¦

-

If, b ecause of class sch edul e or illness , etc., a student cannot be present to draw a lot- ' '
tery number.and/or to'ind icate a room choice, a proxy must b e'.scnti .with ' the ,, IiD.' ,.' '.' ;.., ¦ ',' •;
of'the individual being¦ represented; Please note¦ that proxy decisions
selection
¦' .¦ '¦' ¦ ¦-' y on.' - room
' '¦ ;¦:> , ¦; yyy -y . y : - - ' y y -- ;'V. ; ' y-y . >
r.,; . -. ¦ ' " . ¦ " . '¦. :¦¦'
are ;binding. •

¦ c. The person can return with a roommate before the next class night;,; brhe/she
'
V;
. ' .. must go to the. bottom of the waiting list for summer placement;
d. The-person am draw for'"' a double with the understanding the the! next person
~;
to select-without a roommate" will be assigned; The space will¦¦ not be assigned
¦ -< ¦'' ¦; . - ' ¦•¦ : y- . :' y to
) '?- ':V :>
' ¦"¦"•;
: ;' ¦• ¦'; • ia new¦ student entering in .falUvlP? 0.

y ry ^. - y- . - y: - .-¦.-¦ ;• •

:

. ' • ; , •.

- ,- , y ^ 'y y y y • . y - y < y : y -y y . - - .y . y y : .- yy. . - : .y y ..,

¦.„:- : " ••;¦

Please note that before room selection nights, students without roommates.may register
(in the Dean of Students Office fo« a self-service listing of people in need pf roommates;

;

';

(continued on page 12)

?

No Shows: ' ¦: >'.- .

(continued from page 11)

Attendance Deposit:

Occupancy for the Fall is contingent upon payment of a non-refundable deposit
of $200 on or before J une 15, 1979. Room reservat ions and places in class will not be
held for students failin g to make this deposit.

Changes of Heart:
Once students have drawn a room in the fraternity or language floor draw , they
cannot partici pate in the All-Campus Draw. Room changes can only be requested in
October , 1979.

Students must draw numb ers or have their proxies draw numbers for them on
the 'appropriate days. Neither lottery numbers ' nor rooms will be chosen for ("no^ shows".
Students who show up after the number draw has taken place will not be able to draw
numbers but will be placed on the bottom of the number list for their class.
If on room selection night , a person is not present when his/her number is called/ then
the person ,will have fifteen minutes to show up and claim a room before going to the'
bottom of the class list. Durin g the fifteen-minute period , the selecoon^
tuvue and the latecomer will dra w when he/she airives. When fifteen n^
the students who fail to show up for Room Selection Night will be placed at the botr ' ..
torn of the waitin g list for summer placement after the sophomores who were closed out
¦ '"' " ¦ ' "¦
;' ¦¦ • - . - ' " :;
' ¦ -• ' ' " .'¦".
.V
of rooms. . ¦

"

Single Rooms:

Withdrawal of Upperclass Roommates:

Studen ts wishin g to change from .one single .to another (after "October 15) will be
allowed to change only by switching with other students who have singles and who
will be in residence for a full year. .

, If an upperclassinan chooses a member from an underclass as a roommate , and
then the upperclassman withdraws , the Dean 's Office reserves the right to move the
,
remaining student to a different room.
,

Waitin g List for Sin gle Rooms: (after "all students have selected rooms)

Students on Leave Tor First ~~~—
Semester but Returnin ¦g ¦for¦ Second Semester
• ¦ ¦*¦ ' . - ¦ . -; ¦ ¦ - ' , :
' •
1978-79 :
.

a. Students who are inter ested in placing their names on the waiting list for single
rooms should report to Dean Sri-zinger *. Office (Eustis 203) between May 7 and
J une 1 to complet e a single waiting fist form and to choose a lottery numbe r ^ The
waiting list will be ordere d by class year first , then lottery numb er. After J une 1,
students may place their names on these lists on a first come, first served basis by
' .. .
class year.

Language Floor:

c. Students will be required to sign a prefe rence form stating which dorms they
would be willing to accept singles in. Then singles will be assigned automaticall y
without consulting the student over the summer.

There will be a language floor on third floor Woodman and possibly second floor
Woodman. Interested parties should contact Profess or Mclntyre as soon as possible for
. .
further details .
. . - .' ' ¦ : .. .

J uniors willing to venture on a scholarly, creative and demanding program of
independent study are ' invit ed to make
application to the Senior Scholars pro gram
for 1979-80. Successful applicants are
granted six hours credit for each of the
two semesters of the senior year. J anuary •
may or may not be devoted to the program
as the student desires.
The way to begin is to devise a topic
for 'ind ependent study, and talk it over
with a; faculty member who will agree to
act as .Tutor. The topic should be well
defined>nd made up of one general jdeanot several 'fragments/ Work in this program
is dir ected toward writing a thesis or
research report. The creation of works of
art , music or literatur e have been presented
by Senior Scholars in the past.
Application forms mav be obtained
from Mr. Miller, Chairman , in Bixler 113.
The studen t needs the approval ot the
depar tment chairman in order to proceed
with ' the application. After the completed
appli cation has been submitted , by April
30th , the Committee will interview the
app licants. Senior Scholars are cited at .
Commencement , and their Final Repor ts
are deposited in the college Library.
'
All students interested in medical

school , dental school, work -in public

health and allied fields: There will be a
meeting on Wed., April 25 at 6 p.m. in
Arey, room 5. The major subje ct will be
a discussion of applicati on procedures.
'
'
..
'

¦' '

'

'

:

To all sophom ore , junior and senior

Biology majors! on April 18, starting at 6
p.m. in Arey room 5, there will be a discussion of compreh ensive examinati ons,
applica tion procedures for graduate and
professional schools , and discussions of
career plannin g for Biology majors.
n;'.l"V «*"

¦ ' ¦' ¦ .¦ ¦' ¦
.

yyygf:yp y ^y 0-M
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• b. If interested in on-campus accomodations , they should draw a lottery number:
now for double consideration , or draw -for a single waitin g list slot between May 7
and J une 1., ;
~
.

b. As singles become available during the summer , the spaces will be filled by the
first person on the list , with second semester seniors receiving singles first , then
first semester seniors , etc . -

Career Watch

f

a. If interested m hvmg off-campiis , they should partici pate by proxy in the December lottery.

'•

' • ¦•' '-'' ' -J

Musk Center
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FRESHMEN who missed the Law Work
GRANTS FOR STUDY IN PARIS
shop
just
before vacation , contact Dean SonThe C.E.E.U . in Brussels has announ - .ya Rose, ext.376.
;
ced a program of grants -in-aid for Ameri Gradua
and
can-College Ju niors , Seniors ,
EXPEDITION RESEA RCH offers sumtes whose records and pr evious stud y of
permanent job placement for posmer
and
French qualifie s them tor adm ission to one itions in the out of doors. They are looking
of the Universities of Paris on the Acade for guides for tri ps in . the US arid abr oad ,
mic Year Abroad prog ram. These grants
^boatmen for Whitew ater expeditions , mount which will be in French Francs amount
aineering guides , crew memoers on research
to approximately $500.00 per year. .
and yatchmg vessels, research assistants on exDeadline for completed application , which • peditio ns, and many mor e.
include a Demande D'inscnpti on A L'Universite de Paris , is 15,\April. To appl y send
SENIORS interested in publishing ?
letter stating full name, birth .date t birthAddison :Wesley is intere sted in talking , with
place , permanent address , college year
Colby seniors who wantto break into pub and major
with 28 cents in stamps
¦ • ' ' /• "along
ishing ! Great opportunities. See Kath y in
to:
• - . ' .. * '
; Lovejoy HO.;, :¦ • _: .- .• '-' SENIORS interested in commercial
C.E.E.U.
PO Box 50
credit , bondin g, and commercial finance? A
New Paltz , NY 12561 :/•¦ ¦ . Portland br anch of the nations fifth lar gest
guaranty compan y would like to tal k with
you! Excellent salari es, benefits , and training
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY IN MADRID programs ! They will pay all expenses to go
1979-80
' down if you are interested.
Academic Year Abro ad , Inc.; is happy
HIGHER EDUCATION! MANAGEto announc e that the very generous
MEN
T
- Universit y of San Francisco offers
,000
of
35
gran
ts
anonymous gift of twenty
excellent
internship positions in Admissions ,
Pesetas ($500) each to American students
finan
c
ial
aid
, computer science , personnel ,
Filde
in
the
Fa
cultad
qualified to study
university planning , continuing education ,
osofia y Letras of the Univer sidad de Mad management studies and other areas which
rid has been renewed for the academic year
might interest you. Great opportunity to
1979-80. Applicant s need not be Spanish
get
experience!
. . . '.;
.
majors but must have studie d Spanish in
cents
college. For further details send 20
'¦
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK - if you
in stamps to:
- ;:; " . . ,
are interested in social work or psycholo gy
Spanish Scholarship Committ ee rela t ed fields , come to an informal discussion
with Florence Hart , Mond ay April 16th at
' P.O. Box 9
3:3 0 in Lovejoy 105. .
New Paltz , NY . 12561

Summer Employment Oppbrtuhity:
The Admissions Office will be hiring two
students to serve as toiir guides and general office workers for the summer months
If interested , pick up job description and
Apapplication at the Admissions Office.
¦
plication deadline 4/16/79.•,- ' ' ¦ • . .
ENVIRONMENTAL " INTERNS HIPS
environmental education in Bristol ; Connec ticut. College credit options available ! The
perfect summer job , or a great , way to get
invaluable first year experience.
SUMMER IN WASHINGTON , D.C. for
studems< interested in politics , and perha ps
getting flexible credits , there is a six week
program with Mount Vernon College which
might int erest iyou.; ^. :' ;c ^1; ;J
SENIORS- the School of Advance In- ;;
teriiational Studies at J ohns Hop kin s.University off ers a summer program designed for
peopl e with BA's in social sciences^
'
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PUBLISHING - a Summer workshop
progr am at Sarah Lawrence University offers
a cours e work in gra phi cs, production , marketing , and editing. Check it out!
J UNIOR S (and; Seniors who have hot yet • _¦
applied to law school) who are think ing about
LAW SCHOOL iare -requested to attent fthe
Law Workshop on April 26th at 3:30 pm in
Eustis Board Room. Contact Dean Sonya Rose
ext. 376 if you are unabl e , to^ at teiricl.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELO R positions availab leAvith Camp Maom i. Wdter- v
fron t staff , waterfront director , tennis specialist, boating instructors , arts aiid crafts , ;;:;V
s and more! They will recrui t on campus on Apri l
*,:
25th- Wed. Sign up in Room lib Lovejoy
¦
¦
. for an in.erview .v-- .;;- ¦';' ' '-.;> . y ^y - ^y y y * ? ';:- . ' - > -

The Maine State Government has
SUMMER POSITIONS in Environmental
Pro tection, Of fice of Alcoholic Beverages,
WASHI NGTON J OB OPPORT UNITIESJ OURNALISM-SPORTS. Dartmouth
Communi tv Services Division, Defense and
a Worksho p by Peter Hart ^64. Informal dishas excellent internshi p programs for those
Veterans Services, Inla nd. Fisheri es and •
cussion on Thursday i April 19th at 3:00 pm 1
who want to get experience in sports inforWildlife Control , and Trans por tation. If you
in
Lovejo ylo^ ;-^ :';.1;:; , :.^
mation . You would prepare news releases , game are interested in any of these interns hips , con*
Stories , programs , brochures , and other retact the Mai ne State Gover
/v:- , : Cy _MPUS ;VlSITS;NEXT .WEEki§f iy ^
nment , Office of
lated materials. jSuimner ppsitions . ayailable !
Pers onnel in Augusta. ¦;•' ¦¦ ¦. •• ;. ¦ - ,•;, ,. ;. ;' . v .:; y ;. .; ; ;
Summer Camp- Camp Naomi¦" x
¦ ' ¦' ¦: ' Wed. 'Aprii
,
;;
2 ^-9^.:yy ' i py y y ; ' y ' r y .
.;;
1 ^ -- ¦-- ¦¦¦*^ « ->>* ¦¦- ¦- -* - -* -t t t * t t " " - - -^ ^
¦' ¦
; S6cid Wor k Worence 1^
:; ¦; '. ' . .. Mon: April 16th; . at 3i30 v 4;'y- :v ': ;, ' .;$.?. '
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¦ ¦ Constr uction Ind ustry- D avid Peck- -; '
;: ' ' ;• ¦ Wed . April 19th , 3-4: y . ':;¦ • ¦; ; ' ; ,' V; ., . ;y yy
J obsin Washing ton- Peter Hart ' ' »64- - »
- ;¦;¦ . . • Thurs. Apr il 19th , 3pm y \y. .. ' , _ ; ; £, .. : yi ,
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Don 't nilss the CAREER PtANNl NG WORK—
SHOP on F tltiay f rom 2.30 -5,36. <t ^on
resumes . intemewin gi deter mi rilng job skills,
and . how. .to plan for wdr k duriri gyour col- ;.;
lege ycar s;_ Par t of' the Worn.n's^ekend , v !
but valu able for all student ; ; « v; ¦ " --M ' :
' y ' y '- - '- '- 'yy- }y ' ' : ] yyy y y y y S ^lV: {y: '^
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. . . " The L ouise Coburn Pnzes m Oral
Interpretation will be held in Smith- Lounge ,
Runnals Union at 4:30 P.M. on Tuesday,
May 1st. Finals will be limited to- six
readers , so sigh _p earl y: English Department main desk; Partici pants ar e required
to read from at least" two categories in
prose , jJoetr y and drama. The judges con- .-,
sider the quality of. the pro gra m as well
as the effectiveness of the presentation.
The Murra y Prize Debate Finals
will be held in the; Smith and Robins
rooms of Roberts Union • at 7:00 ¦P_M .
on Monday, May 7th. RESO LVED: That
the U.S. government should re-institute
military conscrip tion as soon as possible.
The Admissions Office will be lnsti
tutin g a new Student Guide Program in
the fall of 1979. Any student interested
in being considered as a volunteer guide ,
should pick up an applic ation and job
description at the Admissions Office. All
applications must be submitted by April
20. 1979.
Summer Employment Opportunity. - ¦:;
The Admissions Office will be hiring two
student s to serve as tour :guides _ncfgen eral office workers for the summer months
If interested , pick up job descriptio n and
application at the Admissions Office. Application deadline 4/16/79.

: ; Seniors: Please sign up in : the Bookstore for your acad eriuc regalia for graduation. A $10.00 deposit will be required
to hold it for you. Five dollars wilt be
refunded when it is returned following
^
graduation ; Deadline
for signing is April
30,-1979. ;
. ' ;- , ..__;1' _. , ' The Student judiciary Board will be
holdin g interviews on Monday, April 16
for all FRESHME N interested in appl ying
for the four positions open. Sign up at
Roberts Desk. Class of '82 only.
Any woman wishing to perform at
Women 's Night in the Spa on Thu rsda y,
April 19, please drop - your name, extension, box number and talent in box 369
as soon as possible .
Lost : . _>• '
One . pair of cream colored mittens .' <
with . red and-blue tas slesand lined with " :
brown hand-kn it rnitteris. Pave sentimental
value! If found , please retur n to Alison
Jo nes, Averill 102 X515.
If you ate breakfast on Satur day in
Roberts and have a. blue Kelty anorak
that is not yours, I probabl y have your s.
Let 's exchange them. Linda Clifford X515

A 'Student Primary Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation
and needs assistance should call the irtfirmary atextehsion 231 or call the erner - ,
gency extension 347. After you call the
health center a student EMT or an ambulance will be dispatched to your location,
as the nurse deems necessary. '

April 12 Maundy Thursday 7pm
Rose Chapel Communion Service ,
April 15 Easter Sunday 7:30 am
Rose Chapel Sunrise Service
with Communion
11 am Lorimer Chapel-Morning
Worship Servfae

World' s Wors t

Cri b notes should
be submitted to the
Echo office by Mon
day night.
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APRIL 25 IT HAPPE NS TO US A Film
about several women's abortion experiences .
7:00 Audiovisu al roomMiller Libra ry
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APRIL 18 LETS EAT FOOD A film
about the food we eat and
hpw it affects our health.
•7:00 Audiovis ual roomMiller Library

I am compiling a list of the world 's
worst songs ever recorded '. I know that
a lot of you have a number of personal
dislikes, but if you honestly know of one
or two cuts that are simply excruciatin g
to listen to , please let me.' know. Once the
list has been compiled , the top 40 songs
will be played on WMHB' s "b ottom 40!"
Please contact David Stra ge (box 1437,
ext, 311) or WMHB (873-8037).
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In many professions , who you
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The More Things Change. .•>¦ _

photo by Cathy Leonard
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Margaret K. Saunders
Christopher C. Morrill
Nicholas J. Mencher
lane E. Eklund ;
Susan K. Whalen .
Samuel S. Weiser
Philipoa A. Kirby
Pat /.Trunzoll.
Lucy P. Nichols
Michae l R. Donihue
Don Lavoie
•Wayne R. Gombotz
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The following letter ts response to

Craig Steven 's letter to the. Editor which

was published in lasi 'weeks ECHO.

•T am spending my "junior year abroad" here'in Bologna, Italy. For some
reason I got to think-rig about Colby, today. In Bologna the student community
is highly politicized. Two days, ago a demonstration' march through the center of
the city, called to commemorate a student
assa-unarecTbythe police drew 23,000"r
students, of which I was one.
Do people still let the world pass
them by at Colby? Do they still refuse
to think about South Africa? Do they . '.'
care about the .nuclear power plant near
them that will blow them all to smithereens if an earthquake (or any other accident) should occur? Do they still submit
passively to the paternalistic Colby administration? Do they know that-78 babies born into poor families in Naples, , v
Italy have died this year because of the
filthy and overcrowded conditions in ..
which they live while the" Rolls Roy ees
keep on rolling down the dolce vita? .- .. ;
This is what I was thinking about
today.

Responses and comments to the Echo s survey on issues currently being
discussed by the Educational Policy Committee reveal that students agree changes in
graduation requirements need to be made. The question is, will the EPC's proposals
alleviate the_problems with our present system? In some cases, perhaps not.
For instance, while 85% of those polled opposed eliminating Jan Plan in
favor of two lengthier semesters, comments indicate that many feel students have been
abusing Jan Plan in recent years. Offering credit for Jan Plan may be the solution, but
it may hot.
Similarly, most students agree that two years study of a language is an important and necessary requirement. However, many argue that courses should be more
culturally and conversationally orientedr The EPC's approval of the current system
leaves no space, for other alternatives.
Also, 77% of students polled opposed increasing the distribution requirements to three in each division , and 87% opposed requiring two labs in the natural
science area. Comments were made that "Paper " Biology courses; which many nonscience majors take.to satisfy their lab-science requirement , are useless because in most
cases they have no lab. Requiring two of such courses would only waste twice as much
time.
- .. • _ '
As the old adage goes, "the more things change, the more they remain the
same." The Echo hopes the EPC will remember the evils of our present systems in its
consideration of the requirement changes, to insure that the faults of the old aren't
inherent in the new. •
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Dear Craig:

"'. ';' ; '; .. -

I,am naturally very disturbeid, by ;.. .' .
your letter which seems to impute, to us ¦
motivesthat we did not have when we ,
planned for an alumni art exhibitior^We
did not intend to discriminate against
photography or : to suggest that it is not
ait. Our purpose in making the decision .
was primarily practical. There are a great
many alumni , who are photpgraphers, and
if this exhibition were to include them we
would have.a larger problem of selection
and exhibiting than we feel that we can™ ,
handle at this time. That is why we made
the decision to have two exhibitions, with
a photography show to follow in the near
future.
You compare our exhibition with;,
Sincerely,
an invitational exhibition at Ohio University. Certainly if we had chosen to go ' that
Shaun Sutner .
way we would have invited photographers
along with others, but our choice wias to
open up this show so that people whom
To the Editor:
we^ might not know about would be attracThis letter is directed to the entire .
ted to submit worksJ On this basis the
student body here at Colby - that means
possibility of a greater number of works:
you. It concerns the wasteland that this
campus is rapidly becoming. And we all ;
than we could handle seemed like a very .have to share the responsibility for it - bereal one. Far from being opposed to comcause we all have to live'with it - those
bining
photographs with other art forms '
who have actively worked to create this
all
the
staff and the members of the alumni
situation, and the rest who wade through
committee
have been enthusiastic about the
the garbage with eyes closed on the way to important part
photographers play in our
classes, meals/rnail boxes, etc. Our passive
annual student exhibitions. This year, as in
acceptance of this situation flies directly in
past years, the photographers have been the face of the newly popularized image of , excellent (and among:the best of them are
concerned, alert and active (non- _pathetic)
those of your students). I personally felt ..;.: .
Colby students.
no ' shift , in my aesthetic attitude when. I
While this refuse problem is most acute moved from the "hand-made" works to
along fraternity row, this condition is ob-. > the photographs. I.would not in any way
viously due to the fraternities * position as
disagree with the aesthetic beliefs stated .
the focus for alk:ampus (IFC) parties.
in your letter.
There is a cyclical process involved herei If.
the members of the fraternities do .not take
There may be still one point of difthe time and effort to keep their ,own proference between us, and I am not at all
perty and grounds relatively clean, then
sure 1 am in the"right; We have limited
they start to take on the appearance and
this exhibition to professionals," a term ;
soon the function of dumping grounds.
not closely defined b y one which we be"- i
Trash, likemisery, loves company.
would Kelp call forth the best of
One practice that seems to be becom- lieved
alumni
art. As we plan for an exhibition
ing increasingly popular is particularly disof
photograph
y it is our intention to open
turbing to me - that is smashing beer bot- .
it to all alumni, thus putting a heavier res,
roads,
ties - on
walkways lawns, against
of selection.:
the sides of buildings, inside buildings (bath- porisibility on the committee
'
In
short
we
chose
to
make
the
distinction ,
rooms, shower stalls !!). Broken glass has a
between professional and amateur in this
paradoxical property that can have danger^
ous consequences. While . conventional means exhibition but not in the photograph y ' ,
show. The reason for the distinction is that
for cleaning up the remnants of bottles must we
feel there is a,larger proportion of well
ultimately fail, in the attempt to pick up all
qualified
amateur photographers than well
the slivers of glass that were sprayed .in all
qualified . amateur painters, sculptors,, etc.
directions in impact, skin, especially the
Do you disagree strongly with this? We .
bottoms of feet, bajve a remarkable propensity for magnetically attracting these
would like to see an impressive show of
. particularly painful particles.
p hotographs that would draw , from.this ' • ,
This more practical side of our pollarge group of unrecognized artists.;;:
lution problem became alarmingly clear to
.;, Rightly or wrongly our decision wo_ /
me the other day in 'class. The cause of my
made arid I see no way in which we can change
alarm was another student , walking into
our plans now. Most of the entries have been
the room - barefoot. I was alarmed not so
made and the selection committee meets
much by any odor he was causing or beIn one week.
cause with his beard and loose-fitting attire
fie looked Uke 'he ha<. just stepped but of a
I hope that you feel that an alumni
sixties peace march - but because with all the exhibition
of photography is an appropriate
*
broken glass around he might soon be unnext step and that in the end we can call
able to stand comfortably, much less march. on you to help in planning for it.
The chances of him getting cut, combined
with the potential for infection , perhaps tht
Sincerely,
necessity of a tetanus shot, creates an unhealthy likelihood for a considerable deJames M. Carpenter
gree or unnceded pain , aggravation, and inChairman ., ,
convenience, This method; of "releasing
Department of Art
. .,
frustrations ," probably creates considerably
more in the Jong run.
"',", ..,'., ; Ehoufih already, I'll stop. But the fundamental problem is still with us, made
To the Editor :
even more glaringly obvious by the melting of the snow - the great concealer. DeThe editorial staff of the Ecfh and
spite a rumor to the contrary, the snow
Miss Susan Erb arc to be congratulated . h „
upon the excellence of the article oh
will not last until commencement, But
Watcrville's urban renewal with"such a
garbage, unfortunately, docs not
melt.
It
wealth of illustrations. It is very gratifying •
is time-wfclas a student body ¦
and the
fraternities/especially (although they, are - to see the college paper give such attention , .\\
to the community in which Colby is lo*
also the'•', victim'.-here ) cleaned up our act.
\
\
cated.
\
,: - - ' ¦' ' " . ' yy yy 'y
/
not
be
I
hope,
Wc
I
will
therefore,
Sincerely ,
- ' '
»
considered capriciously critical when I
John Veilkux
point out an error im the article.^*woujci
" .'
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Dis_isterAt Harrisbiirg
•

.

by Scott
Over the past two, weeks, a major • "
change has been developing in the outlook '
for nuclear power. For twenty years, Airier- .'.
ica has been told by the nuclear industry that
its product is safe, clean, and the only alternative to fossil fuels for commercial "power
production. Apparently, much of the nation
was convinced by these claims, for it allowed
over seventy nuclear power plants to be put
into operatuM-v ;
.„ ^ ,
Many Americans have failed to be content with nuclear power-because of what
they see as greait clangers involved ; Within
the plant itself, a nuclear reaction within a ¦
heavily shielded reactor generates high tern- ' peratures which superheat circulating pressurized water. This hot liquid in turn passes
through a heat exchanger and boils water in
another lower pressure system. The high temEerature steam that is generated drives a turine that in turn runs a generator. The steam
is recondensed through the action of some
cooling fluid such as . water from a nearby
river, and passes back again to the heat exchanger to begin another cycle.
: '
Several points within the system present serious problems. The pressurized water
surrounding the reactor core picks up lethal
amounts of radioactivity and must be totally
isolated, from the environmeSnt to safeguard
against radiation induced cancers arid genetic
mutations.'
. -. . , Should the core itself somehow become exposed to air outside of its water .
bath, it would become so hot that it would
turn into a molten mass"that would melt right
through the floor of the reactor containment
vessel and into the earth. When the molten
metal reached the water table, the ground-

Murchie
i
water would flash into steam and absorb radioactivity, from
¦ the still-coBtinuing nuclear
reaction. - '$- - - .The situation would be expressed at
the surface by a deadly geyser or radioactive
steam. This, worst-case scenario is known as
a meltdown, and could result in tens of
thousands of rapid-deaths followed by hundreds of thousands of radiation-induced can,
cer deaths later.
•"- On March 28 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,-at the Three Mile -Island Nuclear
Plant, parts of the pressurized water system
broke down. Radioactive water flooded the
reactor containment vessel, rendering it so
radioactive that entry would be lethal, and
radioactive steam was released into the atmosphere. The water level dropped around
the reactor, and for two hours it was exposed tb the air and began to melr down.
When emergency cooling water was flooded around the reactor, a hydrogen bubble
was released. The bubble prevented the water chamber from
completely refilling, so
the danger of a4 meltdown continued. Escapes of radioactive gas occurred for
-r **
several days.
' Now that the hydrogen bubble has
been largely removed , and the danger of a
meltdown has been reduced, engineers are
'unsure of how to manage the contaminated
plant. There is some' chance that the plant
will be permitted to resume operation, butmore likely it will,have to be entombed in
a giant block of concrete at a cost to the
consumer of several hundred million dollars
In 400 years, several parts of the plant
would be cool enough to cut loose and
handle.

not mention it if the error did not also
occur in the map, and hence readers may
be _oubly misled.
. Charles Street did-not extend from ,
Appleton to Silver, but only from Temple
to Silver. At that time Appleton Street
was only from Front to Maine, and its extension from Main to Elm was part of the
renewal project. The buildings which the
map depicts as on Charles Street north of
Temple were actually on Temple Street
between Charles ana Elm. The "tenements"
referred to 'were not on Charles Street,
but ,on, Temple Court, a dead-end alley that
ran' south from Temple Street hear the
-;
Congregarional Church.
_.
Most Colby "students tbday.'wouid
say of this, "So what? " They would be
quite right' except for one fact. Persons
doing research in local history often consult old-time issues of the Echo, and it is
probably only finick y historians that like
to see the reputed facts as right.
' . . i.
Sincerely yours,

but ilsoto the collected skills of an exceptionally strong cast. The family not only
looked like a family, thanks to' Surette's
careful casting, but acted like a family,
bound by blood but bored, their tolerance
of each other put to the test in the long
ordeal.of summer travelling. Walter Judge
and Cathy Small recalled those awful years
of late childhood with unnerving accuracy.
Nril Moynihan and Anne Pagsoni were appropriately washed-out, wilted, middleaged parents. As the Grandmother, Hillary
Jones delivered what has become for her a
standard stand-but performance - one of \
freat intelligence and infinite nuance. She
as grown with every role; it waSj as always,
a true pleasure to experience her performance. ' :' : .
Again, I commend Dave Surette on his
tost andskill, and I applaud his gifted cast.
If it did nothing but call attention to Flannerv O'Connor (and, as I hope I've indicated,
it did considerably more than that), then
A Good Man Is Hard To Find was well
worth doing and seeing. O'Conner deserves
all the attention she can get.

Ernest C.' Marriner
Colby Historian
To the Editor:_
;
I apologize to everyone involved
with the^fine production of A Good, Man
Is Hard-To Find for the review that appeared in last week's Echo. The review I wrote
opened with a statement of Flannery O'Con
ner's religious beliefs , went on to discuss .
the expression of these beliefs in her short
story, .4 Good Man ..,, arid concluded with
an assessment of Dave Surette's adaptation
of that story for the stage. The review as
printed in the Echo stopped short with the
discussion of the story.vThe following is my
intended conclusion, the review proper: .
. y I. ^_ toetteTa"3ap,tion was, above all,
faithful, tp Q'Cgijnor 's story, structurally .
as well as thematically. He staged it as she
wrote it - simply, chronologically - arid he
was riRht to do so; Syrette lwew that-tbe .
structure was not accidental but essential
to an accurate presentation of 0'Connor's
concerns, and so did not adjust it to meet
the demonds of conventional theatw, 'His ;¦
fidelity to the Original made for some .technical difficulties - notable, the problem of
acceptably 'depicting a car, in transit - which
were not aU successfully bverebme . vet tnis
same;fIdelity, kept intuit O'Connor 's intricate interlacing of Ideas. religious and reg¦
«P^^«yi'!^ ii^^.^ • ' y yy yy y ;•''; ;.{••; } ¦V

despite its.technical flaws is testimony not
only to O'Connor 's narrative genius and'
her always surprising gift for compressing•
a wealth of ideas economically into seemingly innocuous conversations and events,

Sincerely,
. ,. . . . ; ..

Sav Zembillas

acceptable?:Maybe it is unable to effectiveWhat is very amazing is that while
ly distribute the tablets. Or maybe it is
radiation was leaked, posing a significant
afraid that such an action would add to
threat to the general population, no organized evacuation or large scale action to isothe ominousnessof the situation and furlate the public took place. The public was
ther erode confidence in both the nuclear
hot even warned until several hours after
plants and the government's ability to conthe beginning of the accident had passed.
trol them. •
Had the meltdown occurred early, the •
President Carter had the opportunity in
his televised address on energy simply to reccloud of deadly steam would have settled
ognize the size of the nuclear threat, but he
on sleeping towns. When the crisis was esfailed even to do this. Neither did he suggest
tablished and the continuing danger was
a massive program to develop safer alternawell reported , no evacuation of the local
area took place, largely because there was• - " tives.
insufficient planning to carry out such an
Many politicians seem to be able to
operation on short notice.
accept the danger to the population posed
All that could be done was to recom- by nuclear energy. They in turn ignore the
mend that preschool children and pregnant seriousness of the problem and call for acwomen leave the area. Schools were closed, celerated nuclear development. This group
and businesses remained shut. Downtown
includes both Governor King of Massachuareas of several towns took on the hue of
setts and the. Secretary of Energy, James
ghost towns. Between 80,000 and 250,000
ScHlesinger. The Secretary is well -mown
people panicked over news of developments for his extreme bias toward nuclear power,
as he once headed the Atomic Energy Comat the accident site and fled by their own
mission. Several Congressmen have gone so
free will. Now some are moving back, but
far as to demand that he resign.
others would prefer to remain at a safe
The American public has not been
distance from the plant.
given full reports pn the incidents. RepreMany people were within the area ex- sentatives of the nuclear industry, giving
posed to radiation. Though none have died
statements in which- one sentence seems to
lmniediately, many stand the chance of de- contradict the next, play down the threat
veloping radiation-induced cancer" over a to the public brought about by the incident.
period of twenty years or more. Although
Ineffective actions to contain the total risk
there is a danger of people absorbing radio- are taken, so we continue to be endangered
active iodine that may have been released,
Can we allow this to go ort? We have
and there is a stock of; pills of safe iodine
the i
rght to live without our. well being ¦ .
that can be taken to help avert the danger
imperiled by the nuclear generation of "'
of absorption, no distribution of the pills
electricity, and-we do not have the right
has taken place. Ostensibly, the reason is
to leave a quagmire of radioactive polluthat the amount of radiation released is too tion for pur descendants. Our taxes are
small to cause widespread injury. But little
used to pay for this foolishness, at the
attention is being paid to the cancer which
same time that their use to develop feascan develop through the accumulation of
ible alternatives is passed up. We must
radjoactiye iodine. v : .
demand that a safer future is chosen and
that the commerical use of nuclear power
How does the government have the
is phased but.
right to decide that such a risk to us is
To the Editor:
"v Important decisions are being discussed in Educational Policy Committee
meetings, and the decisions that are made
will afreet the entire student body. These
issues include allowing English £52 to be ¦'¦
a partial fulfillment or the Humanities requirement; discussions on the appropriate
emphasis to be given in the foreign language requirement (speaking, reading, listening, or writing); changes in distribution
requirements, specifically increasing the . .
natural science requirement to include .a
irunimturi of two .labs; a change in cretlit^
hour requirements for graduation (from
120 to 126, 21 of which would be flexible
credits) ; and changing the structure of Jan
Plan so that it could be taken for credit.
To date, the committee has voted to
accept E nglish 152 as a partial fulfillment of
of the Humanities requirement and has
accepted the motions that English 115 include a research paper, that English 152
be devoted to major literary works from
no more than 2 major literary genres, and
that the focus of the foreign language requirement be on reading, speaking, and listening competence. It was also'agreed that
the maximum number ,of "credit Hours a
student is permitted to take per semester
shall be 18 credits ; and in order to be
eligible to take more, a student must have
either, a 3.0 overall GPA, have maintained
at {east a 3.25"GPA during the preceding'
two semesters, or must have special permission from the Dean of Students.
these votes are only tentative and"
are subject to change and/ or rejection by
the faculty,and/or Board of Trustees. None
theless, these are important issues that
directly affect you, the student. '
The student representatives on the
EPC would like your input on these issues
so. that their vote represents the views of
the student bod y. "Your representatives
would like to Hear your opinions and
feelings. They are:

;•

iqhris Hasty, Box _42
Alison Jones, Box 763
-Jay Otis, Box 1156
' Josie (lumtrelT, Box 1256
Stacie Stoddard , Box 1720
Sincerely, . '., ' . . .
Alison Jones '81

To the .Editor:
As you are aware, the B 8c G personnel at Colby voted by secret ballot iri an
election on March 30 against representation by the Teamsters Union,.51 to 26.
Although certification of the election results is being withheld pending aninvesti-:
ration into objections to-the election re- - ,
centlyfiled by the Unipn, I think it appropriate to respond to tJ_e student peti-^
tion on this subject brought to my office ,
early in spring vacation;
I regard the articles in the ECHO
about,this matter to be inaccurate ; The
Administration most, certainly did notinterfere, with the free choice :pf the B & G
personnel as to whether to join the Teamsters Union. There was no coercion, nor
were there any atterripts to "dissuade the
workers by means of misleading and faulty information." It was the considered opinion of the Administration, which it had
the right to express, that representation
by the Teamsters Union would not be in
the best interest of B & G personnel. The
Administration, in its concern for the welfare of everyone who is associated with
this institution, also felt that it had an obligation to inform B & G personnel of all
the facts, including the implications of being represented by a union and engaging
in collective bargaining, before they voted.
The Administration would have been remiss
had it not done so.
¦
' .; ' ' ., . R.E.L.S.v •- .

Tbe President 's claim that the Echo
has printed "inaccurate "'articles about
the unio n issue seems odd in the context
of his letter. The words be quotes are
from the student petition and not fro m
the article in the Echo. We stand behind
the reporting and writing of our staff
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. All Letters must be signed and submitted
by Monday evening.Names will be withheld upon request,' The ECHO reserves the right to shorten any letter. If we receive several letters concer,
nirig one topic of interest, we may print only a
represen tative letter
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Turkey And The U.$*

by Haluk Gokriam Mural
There has been a crisis in the Middle
East area for years , and many of the pessimists make dear that the third world war
will stem out of the same area. It is in a
way quite true since there is no other
place left on our small world , except for
Africa (which is not yet read y), for , the open
display of power of major-forces that can ~
call on their relativel y str ong allies for a
game of war. ;Certainl y, the existence of
petroleum makes it an important game
which will influence the future of our world ,
and the expectations for war can not be decreased ;by some funny and powerless
treaties , such as the recent Middle East
Peace Treaty between Egypt and Israel.
My main point of this article is to
show "you the importance of Turkey in this delicate balance , and the relationshi p
needed between Turkey and the U.S. to
maintain that balance. .„ •
The Turkish Republic is at the north
of the Middle East region, and is a neighbor of Russia. She owns the only natiiral
canals for Russian worships .to pass &om
the Black Sea to the "Warm Seas," the
Mediterranean , Red Sea, and the ocean s.
The population is 98% Muslim , so this ties
her to the Arabs. Turkey is the only'
Muslim, country at this moment that has
diplomati c ties with Israel. Therefore ,
with her strateg ic and political power , Turkey
is th e power that has not shown her might
in the course of Middle East talks because
of internal political pr oblems in the maintenance of the balance. Since Turks have always been against the communist imperialism of Russi a, and have recentl y learned that
the U.S. has the ideals of a capitalist imperialist , they try to be as fair as possible
toward both of the forces , and keep on as a
strong ally of the NATO in order to contribute to the world peace.
Turkey 's relationshi p with the U.S.
is one of the , world' s most peculiar agreement s. "C lose friend shi p " with the U.S.
started in 1947 after Russia had demanded some of Turk ey 's eastern cities and the
canals to the Aegean Sea, the Bosphorus
and the Dar danelles, tha t have been the.
dr eams of Russian czars for years. This.kind

of friendship was called the mutual aid
and mutual , utilizatio n of natural resources ;
"Turkey kept her promi se by entering
the Korean War m 1953, and sacrificing
more soldiers than even the U.S. In 1954
Turkey entere d; NATO feeling that the
Cold War was over .and there was no need
for an independent arms indus try. The
U.S. formed listening posts on Turkis h
land to detect movements in Russia, and
these bases were vital to the U.S. after the
loss of Iran. Furthermore , the U.S. pre?
vented the Tur kish amiy from invadin g Cyprus in 1964 in ordier to save her citizens who
were being persecuted by the Greeks. In
1968, the youth movement against the
U.S. started in Istanbul and Ankora and
was in large part caused by the revelation of secret political dealings of the CIA all over
the world , including Turkey , another reason
being the unpredictable U.S. actions in Vier¦
nam. • ; • ' . .
. -. ' , . .'_ ' ".¦ ' ¦ . • ¦" ¦
In 1975, after the Turkish invasion
of Cyprus , an arms embar go was declared against Turkey by the U.S.-Congress ,
although President Ford and Mr. lussinger
were against it. This showed the Turks that
the U.S. was.controlled by some speciil _
interest groups , the Greek , Arme nian , and ,
as some people say, J ewish lobbyists is»our
case. Although the embargo was lifted
by Mr. Carter last September , the old
"good times" could not return ,, and vnll not return for a long time
i
because Turkey Is no longer open to being
used by outside forces.
There is an important socio-economic
and political turmoil in Turke y.With the .
inflation being about 65% ana the unemployment level at 17% , the Turkish govern-"
ment Seeks help fr om its Western allies •
who are indifferent to its serious problems.
I am sure that thcTurkish people will
solve these problems by themselves and will
not let their 3,500 year?old state fall. I know
that this will not be done by try ing to depict
thems elves as pitiful like Taiwan has done ,
nor by usin g r eligion or the hard whi ps of .
the past as Israel has managed to do in order
to share a $5 billion tip with Egypt. Turkey
will be proud pf being a Western ally as
long as there is mutual profi t in the transacti ons.

Denirii, Turkey
•>
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